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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Vision
Mitchell Shire residents and visitors will have access to a range of appropriately designed and located community
infrastructure which responds to the changing needs of the community over time. This community infrastructure
will provide space for a diverse mix of activities and programs and make a contribution to enhancing the vibrancy
and social connectedness of the Mitchell Shire community. Future planning and delivery of community
infrastructure will focus on flexible, multi-purpose and multi-generational spaces within a network of community
hubs. This will ensure community infrastructure is responsive to services model trends, demographic changes
and resource allocations, while supporting greater sustainability, affordability and accessibility.
Purpose
The purpose of the Integrated Community Services and Infrastructure Plan is to:
•

Identify the Shire’s community facility needs over the short (3 years), medium (by 2021) and long term (by
2031), and at full development.

•

Assess the capacity of existing infrastructure to satisfy these needs and identify what changes to existing
infrastructure and additional facilities are required.

•

Indicate where and when new infrastructure should be provided, with a particular emphasis on the
infrastructure required to serve new and infill residential development areas.

•

Plan for the provision of integrated community infrastructure across the Shire and enable Council to
maximise the benefits from its existing investments in community infrastructure assets.

•

Provide a strong evidence basis for which to advocate/lobby to State and Federal Governments for the
facilities required to support the community and to inform the preparation of Precinct Structure Plans.

•

Guide Council in its planning and allocation of resources for community infrastructure and in fulfillment of
its responsibility to manage growth.

•

Position Council to pursue collaborative partnerships between other levels of government, the private
sector and community groups for the provision of or sharing of facilities.

Methodology
The methodology involved the following stages:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Review of relevant State and local strategies, policies and plans.
Audit of current community infrastructure provision in Mitchell Shire.
Analysis of future community infrastructure demand by service/facility type and geographic area.
Consultation with Council officers and external organisations involved in the planning, management and
maintenance of community infrastructure.
Development of planning and delivery principles for community infrastructure.
Preparation of recommendations for development and upgrade of community infrastructure with priority
timeframes and indicative costings.
Internal workshops with Councillors and Officers to test the recommendations.
Draft ICSIP put out for public consultation.
Final ICSIP adopted by Council.

Strategic Directions and Guiding Principles
Future planning and development of community infrastructure within Mitchell Shire will be based on the following
strategic directions:
•
•
•

Social Inclusion and Community Strengthening
Co-location and Connectivity
Sustainability and Flexibility
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•

Inclusivity, Accessibility and Early Delivery

The ICSIP lays out a set of guiding principles for which to deliver these strategic objectives.
Community Services and Infrastructure Needs Assessment
Needs assessments for each community service type and small area/township provides the evidence base for
the recommendations. These are population-driven needs assessments based on the following population
assumptions:
•
•
•

At full development, the Shire will have a population of 150,500.
At full development, the Mitchell South Urban Growth Area will have population of 115,500.
The Northern Melbourne Growth Region will have a population of the 472,740.

•

The population at full development of the local areas in the Mitchell South Urban Growth Area will be as
follows: Greater Wallan (35,000), Beveridge North West (23,300), Beveridge North East (8,500),
Beveridge South West (24,650), Beveridge Central (10,170) and Lockerbie North (13,850).

Recommendations
The community infrastructure recommendations are presented for each local area. These are given a priority of
short (3 years), medium (2021) and long (2031) term. Costs are also indicated but are ‘very preliminary’ and will
need to be confirmed through more detailed concept planning and costing processes.
As outlined in the guiding principles, co-located and multi-functional facilities are encouraged and therefore, the
recommendations reflected in the recommendation tables are likely to look more extensive than the final quantum
once these principles are applied.
Disclaimer: Data and assumptions used in the Integrated Community Services and Infrastructure Plan
were current as of December 2013. The plan will be reviewed and updated regularly to reflect any
changes in population forecasts, policy, service models and accepted benchmarks.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
Terminology
Local Areas – refer to the geographic areas used by .id demographers for its small area population forecasts for
Mitchell Shire – i.e. Beveridge, Broadford area, Kilmore, Pyalong-Rural North West, Rural North East, Seymour,
Wallan and Wandong-Heathcote Junction.
Wallan Logical Inclusions Area – Following the Growth Areas Logical Inclusions Review process led by the
Planning Minister in 2011, the Growth Areas Authority (now the Metropolitan Planning Authority) and Mitchell
Shire Council submitted that Wallan Township and surrounds should be included in the Urban Growth Boundary
(UGB) in order to allow for coordinated planning as part of the North Growth Corridor Plan.
Beveridge and Surrounds – refers to the existing Beveridge Township and the Precinct Structure Plan (PSP)
areas of Lockerbie Nth, Beveridge Central/Mandalay, Beveridge North East, Beveridge South West and
Beveridge North West.
Wallan and Surrounds – refers to the existing Wallan Township and the Wallan Logical Inclusions Area.
Mitchell South Urban Growth Area – refers to the area comprising Wallan and Surrounds and Beveridge and
Surrounds.
Northern Melbourne Growth Region – refers to the area which combines the Mitchell South Urban Growth
Area with Kilmore, Wandong-Heathcote Junction and the current and former growth areas in the Cities of Hume
and Whittlesea.
Abbreviations and acronyms

AFD – At full development
MPA – Metropolitan Planning Authority
PSPs – Precinct Structure Plans
UGB – Urban Growth Boundary
DCP – Development Contribution Plan
TBD – To be determined
M&CH – Maternal and Child Health
SES – State Emergency Service
CFA – Country Fire Authority
3yo – 3 year old
4yo – 4 year old
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SECTION ONE - INTRODUCTION
1.1

Vision

Mitchell Shire residents and visitors will have access to a range of appropriately designed and located community
infrastructure which responds to the changing needs of the community over time. This community infrastructure
will provide space for a diverse mix of activities and programs and make a contribution to enhancing the vibrancy
and social connectedness of the Mitchell Shire community. Future planning and delivery of community
infrastructure will focus on flexible, multi-purpose and multi-generational spaces within a network of community
hubs. This will ensure community infrastructure is responsive to services model trends, demographic changes
and resource allocations, while supporting greater sustainability, affordability and accessibility.

1.2

Purpose

The Integrated Community Services and Infrastructure Plan (ICSIP) will provide a framework for the provision of,
and planning for, community facilities which incorporates organisational goals, service models, population-based
needs and community expectations.
In summary, the ICSIP aims to:
•

Identify the Shire’s community facility needs over the short (3 years), medium (by 2021) and long term (by
2031), and at full development.

•

Assess the capacity of existing infrastructure to satisfy these needs and identify what changes to existing
infrastructure and additional facilities are required.

•

Indicate where and when new infrastructure should be provided, with a particular emphasis on the
infrastructure required to serve new and infill residential development areas.

•

Plan for the provision of integrated community infrastructure across the Shire and enable Council to
maximise the benefits from its existing investments in community infrastructure assets.

•

Provide a strong evidence basis for which to advocate/lobby to State and Federal Governments for the
facilities required to support the community and to inform the preparation of Precinct Structure Plans.

•

Guide Council in its planning and allocation of resources for community infrastructure and in fulfillment of
its responsibility to manage growth.

•

Position Council to pursue collaborative partnerships between other levels of government, the private
sector and community groups for the provision of or sharing of facilities.
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1.3

Council Policy Framework

The ICSIP is a key strategic document within the Mitchell Shire policy framework. As shown in the diagram
below, the ICSIP responds to external influences and acts as a long term strategic driver for the Council Plan, the
Municipal Strategic Statement and other corporate strategies.

The ICSIP directly links to two of the strategic objectives outlined in the Council Plan, these are:
•

Sustainable Growth and Development - Shaping the future of our communities through forward planning
and well built and maintained facilities and infrastructure.

•

Healthy and Vibrant Communities – Providing and supporting programs and services to build vibrant and
healthy communities where people are proud to live.

The recommendations of the ICSIP are also reflected in a number of the short and medium term priorities of the
Community Plan 2020 including:
•

Develop and implement an integrated service development and infrastructure planning framework for
Council support services.

•

Understand that the anticipated growth in the community will be matched by greater diversity of need and
expectation in the areas of health, education, community services and recreation.

•

Support convenient access across the network of settlements to a greater range of health, educational,
social and recreational facilities and services.
Support hubs of integrated community services that will be provided in the regional centres and larger
towns.

•
•

Plan and deliver life stage services that meet the needs of Mitchell’s changing population.

•

Support an expansion of the range and depth of educational facilities and services in response to growth
and the needs of the community at all stages in its lifecycle.

•

Develop and maintain community facilities that are multifunctional and accessible to the community in
terms of cost, location, administration and design.
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1.4

Structure

The ICSIP comprises of five sections. A set of appendices is also included.
Section One outlines the vision, purpose and structure of the ICSIP. It also illustrates the process by which the
ICSIP was developed; and identifies when and how it will be reviewed and monitored.
Section Two provides a definition of community infrastructure and highlights the reasons we need to plan ahead
and some of the challenges. It also sets out the policy context based on a review of relevant documentation. This
section also outlines the strategic directions of the plan including the guiding principles to be applied when
planning facilities.
Section Three is the implementation framework for the ICSIP. This section contains the stages of the
implementation process as well as a description of the various roles of government and the funding opportunities.
Section Four is a service and facilities needs assessment for each of the key service types included in the ICSIP.
It provides preliminary recommendations regarding what changes to existing infrastructure and additional
facilities are required.
Section Five provides local area assessments which set out the capacity of existing infrastructure in each area to
satisfy the future population needs. This section contains the community infrastructure blueprint with short (3
years), medium (2021) and long term (2031) recommendations.
The appendices contain the detailed findings of the literature review; quantitative and qualitative assessments of
community infrastructure demand and needs; and descriptions of the provision standards and facility models
used in the assessments.

1.5

Development Process

The preparation of the ICSIP involved the stages of research and analysis shown in the following diagram.
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1.6

Review and Monitoring

The ICSIP should be treated as a ‘living document’ and as such, should be amended or updated when:
•

Relevant Council planning documents are completed, e.g. Library Strategic Plan etc.

•

More advanced (and reliable) information is known about the characteristics of the Shire’s development
areas (e.g. dwelling yields and estimated population sizes).
Community needs change or are better understood.

•
•

More is known about likely potential funding sources and mechanisms for the development of community
infrastructure.

•

Individual works are completed.

A formal review of the ICSIP should be undertaken each year to align with budget processes. Half yearly
progress reports on activities should also be provided. A major revision of the ICSIP should be done every 5
years.

1.7

Population Assumptions

The report has been based on the following population assumptions:
•

At full development (AFD), which refers to the time when all the residential land capacity has been
developed, the Shire will have a population of 150,500.

•
•

AFD, the Mitchell South Urban Growth Area will have population of 115,500.
Local area population forecasts as shown in Table 1 below.

•

The population AFD of the local areas in the Mitchell South Urban Growth Area will be as follows: Wallan
and Surrounds (35,000), Beveridge North West (23,300), Beveridge North East (8,500), Beveridge South
West (24,650), Beveridge Central (10,170) and Lockerbie North (13,850).
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SECTION 2 – COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE PLANNING
2.1

What is Community Infrastructure?

Mitchell Shire currently provides a diverse range of community infrastructure. This includes single purpose and
multipurpose facilities, some of which are directly run by Council and others by non-government agencies,
community groups, Committees of Management and sporting/recreation clubs. This community infrastructure
has a number of roles, including to:




Provide venues for the operation of health, education, cultural, community support, recreation and
emergency services and programs.
Provide space for the community to meet and/or recreate on a formal or informal basis.
Contribute to or represent the heritage and culture of the Mitchell area.

The full range of community service and infrastructure types covered by the ICSIP is shown in the table below.
The table illustrates which community infrastructure types are delivered by the Council. For those types not
delivered by Council, these are either provided by not-for-profit organisations or private providers, and in a few
instances there is no provision of the community infrastructure type within the Shire.

2.2

Why Plan for Community Infrastructure?

Planning for community infrastructure aims to address the following challenges:
Growth and change
Mitchell Shire is growing quickly with a rapid increase in the rate of development in the south of the municipality.
As the Shire grows, the role and function of the townships is changing and there will be a shift in the demographic
composition of the population.
Ageing
Despite the increasing proportion of young families, Mitchell Shire will also experience an ageing of the
population consistent with the trend across Australia. This will bring with it a need for more and varied health
services and positive ageing opportunities.
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Limitations of existing facilities
The age and quality of some of the existing community facilities are in decline. Many of the facilities are single
purpose facilities which may not align with new trends in service provision or have become under or over-utilised.
New service models
The way that community services are delivered has changed significantly over the past decade to reflect new
research, technology and policy shifts.
Health and wellbeing
There is an increased understanding of how the built environment influences physical activity, social and mental
health and wellbeing, and community safety.
Sustainability
The ongoing maintenance of some existing community facilities may not be socially, economically or
environmentally sustainable in the long term. There is an increasing focus on working in partnership across the
Council and with other agencies to deliver services and community infrastructure to ensure increasing
sustainability of these facilities in the long term.
Greater need and expectations
The anticipated growth in the population will be matched by a greater diversity of need and changing
expectations regarding health, education, recreation and community services.

2.3

Community Infrastructure Policy Context

The following Mitchell Shire Council strategy documents have relevance to the ICSP and were reviewed in
preparation of the Plan.
•
•

Council Plan 2013-2017
Mitchell Community Plan 2020

•

Open Space Strategy 2013

•

Access and Inclusion disAbility Strategic Plan 2013-17

•

Municipal Public Health and Wellbeing Plan 2013-17

•

Positive Ageing Strategy

•

Youth Engagement Strategy

•
•

Mitchell Early Years Plan 2012
Mitchell Sports Development Plan 2011

The following State Government and Metropolitan Planning Authority (MPA), formerly the Growth Area Authority
(GAA), documents were also reviewed to take account of general and/or specific recommendations made in
planning and policy documents that have specific relevance to community infrastructure provision in Mitchell.
•

Growth Corridor Plans – Sections 2-3: Principles Underpinning the Growth Corridor Plans

•

Growth Corridor Plans – Section 5: Melbourne North Growth Corridor Plan

•

Lockerbie, Lockerbie North and Merrifield West PSP, DCP and Community Infrastructure Assessments

•

Epping North Local Structure Plan and associated documents

•

Mernda Doreen Strategic Plan and associated documents
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In summary, the documents contain the following information (see Appendix A for the detailed outcomes of the
review):
•
•
•

•
•

•

Mitchell Council’s and community’s vision, principles and general priorities for the period 2010-2020 and
specific priorities for the period 2013-2016.
A strategy plan for the future provision of open space and recreation facilities in Mitchell.
Strategic frameworks for improving the health and well-being of Mitchell residents, ensuring people with
disabilities have the opportunity to fully participate in community life and engaging and empowering
Mitchell’s youth and elderly populations.
A facilities plan for Council’s outdoor sports venues.
Development frameworks for the Epping North and Mernda/Doreen Structure Plan areas and Lockerbie,
Lockerbie North and Merrifield West PSP areas which outline the type and location of community
infrastructure, including aquatic facilities, that is planned for provision in these areas.
The proposed locations of regional level open space and principal and major town centres across the
Melbourne North Growth Corridor.

The implications of the literature review for the study are as follows:
•

•

•

2.4

The principles, priorities, commitments and recommendations made in the Council, Community, Disability
Action Plan, Health and Wellbeing Plan, Access and Inclusion Disability Action Plan, Municipal Early
Years Plan and Open Space Strategy should underpin Council’s objectives and decision-making with
respect to the future provision of community infrastructure. These principles, priorities and commitments
include:
− Working with the community to deliver innovative solutions for the provision of community
infrastructure and open space
− Supporting convenient access to community infrastructure and open space
− Maintaining and developing community infrastructure and open space areas that are multifunctional
and accessible in terms of location
− Providing community infrastructure and open space which is constructed and maintained at a high
standard
− Ensuring community infrastructure and open space is compliant with relevant building and access
codes
− Considering access for people with disabilities in all planning activities
− Developing new community infrastructure and open space in Mitchell’s growth areas in a timely
manner.
The recommendations of the Mitchell Sports Development Plan 2011, Mitchell Early Years Plan 2012 and
Open Space Strategy 2013 relating to community infrastructure and open space provision will need to be
reviewed by this Study and included if considered valid.
The facility models, provision standards and recommendations contained in the Mitchell Sports
Development Plan 2011, Mitchell Early Years Plan 2012 and Open Space Strategy 2013 and completed
PSPs and Structure Plans will need to be considered by this Study.

Strategic Directions and Guiding Principles

The following strategic directions and guiding principles should underpin the provision of community infrastructure
throughout Mitchell Shire. These are important decision making tools which will guide the Council, as well as
planners, service providers, developers and asset managers to make strategic decisions about how and where to
deliver community services and infrastructure. The strategic directions and guiding principles will be most
immediately applicable when planning for new community infrastructure in the Mitchell South Urban Growth Area;
however, they should also underpin a staged approach to upgrading, replacing or adding to the existing
community infrastructure in the established areas.
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2.4.1

Social Inclusion and Community Strengthening

Community infrastructure that responds to the diverse and changing needs of the community will help build
community resilience and social connectedness. The benefits of delivering community services and infrastructure
have been shown to far outweigh the costs when considering the financial burden placed on the health and
justice systems when communities break down. Health and wellbeing, educational attainment and strong social
ties all contribute directly to the economic productivity of an area. Also, by providing communities the opportunity
to be informed and to participate in the community infrastructure planning process it will build the sense of
ownership and pride.
Guiding Principles
•

Community infrastructure will be used to support strong and socially inclusive communities, encourage
participation in community life and promote healthy and active lifestyles.

•

Residents will have equitable access to community infrastructure and associated services regardless of
their age, gender, sexual preference, physical ability, cultural background and economic capacity

•

Across the Shire, there will be an equity and balance in the provision of community facilities, programs
and services to local communities.

•

Local communities will be encouraged to be involved in the future planning and development of
community infrastructure.

•

Community groups, neighbouring municipalities (where relevant) and Government agencies will be
consulted about community infrastructure provision to ensure that services and facilities are planned and
developed in a transparent and integrated manner.
Opportunities for the incorporation of public artwork and cultural expression should be provided in the
design of community facilities. This will build the community sense of ownership early in the development
process and promote civic pride and celebration of the community.

•

•

Landscaping, outdoor seating, play areas and community gardens should be incorporated into the design
of community facilities, where feasible. These features will draw people into the facility, work to establish a
greater sense of place and increase the opportunity for informal interaction.

•

Where relevant, community facilities should incorporate interpretive signage and use materials which
appropriately reflect the cultural or natural heritage of the area.

2.4.2

Location and Connectivity

A key strategic direction of the ICSIP is to direct community infrastructure provision towards the community hub
model (shown in the diagram overleaf). A community hub is a space where communities gather and meet,
supported by a range of compatible land uses including residential, retail, commercial, open space, community
infrastructure, education, transport, essential services and technology uses. Community hubs may be a single
purpose-built building or several buildings within close proximity that form an accessible service network.
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Community hubs provide the following benefits:
•

Ability to respond to changing community service needs and expectations, including demographic
changes; demand for community spaces for social development opportunities; and changing work and
socialising patterns.

•

Improving access and lowering costs. For service users, it provides better access to multiple services,
saving time and reducing travel costs. For service providers, it reduces staff isolation and lowers
maintenance costs.

•

Improving service integration and co-ordination by delivering improved social outcomes for clients such as
cross referrals, enhanced community involvement, inclusion of marginalised groups and increased
flexibility in service delivery.

While the ICSIP recommendations are provided as a comprehensive list of infrastructure items, from a spatial
perspective the quantum of infrastructure will be less extensive once the community hub principles are applied.
Guiding Principles
•

A hierarchy of community infrastructure should be established that is consistent with the growth area
provision ratios of Level 1 (up to 10,000 people), Level 2 (10,000-30,000), Level (30,000-60,000), Level 4
(municipal) and Level 5 (sub-regional and regional). Provision ratios should be balanced with sensible
spatial distribution.

•

A diverse range of high quality community infrastructure will be provided. Where appropriate, community
infrastructure will be orientated towards multi-purpose and multi-generational use to maximise usability by
a wide range of groups, over different time periods, for different functions.

•

Community facilities should be situated in visible locations adjacent to compatible land uses and other
activity areas such as public open space, retail centres or schools.

•

Planning for new facilities should consider the connectivity of the site with neighbouring land uses and
ensure good access to public transport and linkages with walking/cycling/horse riding paths.

•

Some larger community facilities may be considered as Emergency Relief Centres and these would need
to be planned to operate accordingly.

•

Community facilities that are likely to generate significant noise should be located away from land uses
which would have their amenity impacted, such as residential or aged care facilities.
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2.4.3

Sustainability and Flexibility

To support the environmental sustainability of community facilities, the ICSIP recommendations should be
aligned with the Mitchell Shire Environment Strategy and the Mitchell Shire Sustainable Resource Management
Strategy 2011.
Creating flexible spaces within the design of new community infrastructure will give it a longer lifespan and allow
it to adapt to changing needs over time, thus contributing to greater sustainability.
By planning for community infrastructure close to transport networks and pedestrian connections, and with
connections to other complementary land uses, it will assist in developing a more sustainable community by
creating less reliance on private motor vehicles and reducing multiple trips.
Social sustainability is also a key driver for providing accessible and integrated community infrastructure.
Guiding Principles
•

Community programs, facilities, activities and services will be planned and provided in a manner that can
be sustained over time.

•

Community infrastructure will be designed in a manner which will optimise use and be financially and
environmentally responsible.
New buildings will include environmental sustainability outcomes such as energy efficiency and waste
minimisation in line with Council policies.

•
•

Where feasible, heritage facilities will be used for community purposes in a manner that respects and
promotes their heritage values.

•

Where possible, spaces should be flexible so that they can be adapted over the life of the building. This
will reduce development costs and allow community infrastructure to keep pace with the changing needs
of the community overtime.

•

New facilities should incorporate design features to create a safe, distinctive and attractive environment.
An example is the use of natural features for outdoor play areas which are shown to stimulate the
imagination and encourage cognitive development in children.

•

Safe Design Guidelines should be considered in the planning of community facilities including natural
surveillance, fencing and lighting.

2.4.4

Inclusivity, Accessibility and Early Delivery

Inclusive and accessible buildings contribute to stronger and more resilient communities. While in growth areas,
the early delivery of services contributes to the health and wellbeing of new communities.
In instances where community facilities are not available from the early stages of the development, then it may be
appropriate to consider use of temporary spaces. The social and health benefits of providing community services
earlier in temporary facilities outweigh the costs of delivering services out of non-purpose built facilities.
Guiding Principles
•

Display homes or site development offices are an option for providing temporary community meeting
spaces.

•

For the delivery of services such as maternal and child health, youth services, Planned Activity Groups
(PAG) or Neighborhood Houses, it may be an option to buy a home from the developer or to locate a
portable building on a Council-owned site.

•

Community facilities should support inclusivity through appropriate naming and signage as these can
influence the perception about who can use it. For multi-use facilities, the name should reflect the full
range of users.
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•
•

Community facilities should be designed to be accessible by people of all abilities through compliance with
Disability Discrimination Act (DDA) guidelines.
Entry and congregation spaces within community facilities should be designed to be welcoming, with
seating and soft furnishings that promote informal interaction between community members.
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SECTION 3 – IMPLEMENTATION FRAMEWORK
3.1

The Roles of Government

The planning and delivery of social infrastructure is shared between Local Government, State and Federal
Government, not for profit organisations, community organisations and the private sector.

Mitchell Shire Council recognises there are many components of community infrastructure that are not the
primary responsibility of Council. However, the ICSIP endeavours to ensure that community infrastructure needs
are not planned in isolation and are co-ordinated to encourage opportunities for shared uses and to maximise
efficiencies.
3.1.1

Mitchell Shire Council

Mitchell Shire Council has a key role to play in:
•
•
•
•
•

3.1.2

Service planning and development – for the type and location of community infrastructure based on
service needs assessments.
Building and operating facilities – which directly provide Council services or providing services through
contracts and service agreements.
Community strengthening – by facilitating community engagement activities and supporting programs
within community facilities which build community connection and resilience.
Leadership and advocacy – by working with and engaging service partners, developers, and government
and community members in decision making processes.
Partnership and coordination – with government and service agencies to attract funding, support service
delivery models and deliver best practice community infrastructure.
State Government

The State Government has a key role to play in:
•

Service planning and development – for the infrastructure which it owns and is directly responsible such
as schools.

•

Advocacy and leadership – through provision of research and policy development

•
•

Funding – through grants to local government and other infrastructure delivery projects.
Partnerships and coordination – with local governments and by ensuring that community infrastructure
features in major State projects.

3.1.3

MPA

The MPA has replaced the GAA and will guide regional planning and coordination of infrastructure provision for
Melbourne. With respect to growth areas, it aims to:
•

Ensure development and infrastructure occurs in a coordinated and timely manner.

•
•

Deliver communities that are socially, environmentally and economically sustainable in growth areas.
Improve the operation of the regulatory environment and administrative processes to reduce costs and
inefficiencies for developers and local government.
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The Southern part of Mitchell Shire was added into the Metropolitan Urban Growth Boundary in 2012, and Wallan
Logical Inclusion
3.1.4

Federal Government

The Federal Government provides a policy coordination role for infrastructure in major cities. The newly created
Major Cities Unit will support this along with the drafting of a national urban policy. The Government also offers
community infrastructure grants to communities with high needs intermittently.

3.2

Implementation Stages

In implementing the recommendations of the ICSIP, the following three stages should be carried out by the
relevant Council departments or other partners.
3.2.1
•
•

3.2.2

Planning
The planning stage for community infrastructure within each township or PSP area will take strategic
direction from the recommendations in the ICSIP.
It should also include consideration of the connection to and implementation of existing Council policy,
strategy and government legislation, service models, demographic changes and local needs, and
consultation with key partners.
Development

•

The development stage will include detailed and site master planning, facility design and construction.

•

Use and adherence to relevant legislation, Australian Standards and industry best practice and trends
through design processes will be important when developing and designing new facilities.
Inclusive design practices and consultation with stakeholders will also be a key phase of development to
ensure functional and fit-for-purpose facilities are developed.

•

3.2.3

Management

•

The management stage addresses all operational needs of facilities, including governance structures,
tenancy agreements, usage schedules, fees and charges and ongoing facility maintenance requirements.

•

Clear roles and responsibilities of all stakeholders and users are essential to providing effective facility
management.

3.3

Funding Options

The most suitable sources of funding for community infrastructure projects would need to be determined on a
case-by-case basis. Potential funding sources are as follows:
•
•
•

•

Development contributions – by obtaining funding and/or land and/or works from developers during the
development process;
Grants from and partnerships with other levels of government – by obtaining funding and/or land from
state and federal government departments or jointly developing facilities with these departments
Grants from government funded agencies – by obtaining funding and/or land from government funded
organisations such as universities, bodies like Park Victoria, government schools etc or jointly developing
facilities with these agencies
Joint development with community agencies or private facility management companies – e.g. developing
a tennis facility with a private management company or an early years facility with a community agency
where the company and agency is given long term leases over the facilities in return for this contributions
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•
•
•
•

3.4
3.4.1

Proceeds from the sale of Council’s assets – e.g. selling an old preschool site and using the proceeds to
fund a new early years facility
Cash or in-kind contributions from potential tenant/user clubs – e.g. a tennis club paying for additional
courts etc
Private contributions – sponsorship, bequests, donations etc
Rates – local rates are used to pay for infrastructure delivery and maintenance in addition to the other
sources

Other Considerations
Strong Partnerships

Acknowledging that community infrastructure provision is not the sole responsibility of local government, the
ICSIP aims to guide Mitchell Shire Council in developing strong partnerships with other levels of government, the
MPA, not-for-profit organisations, community groups and the private sector. These partnerships will help produce
a service delivery model that best suits the community’s requirements but also reduce the resource burden on
Council. The ICSIP will give these partners access to information to support planning and advocacy; inform
funding allocations and leverage resources and investment.
3.4.2

Other Planning Processes

There are a number of master planning documents and other infrastructure planning processes that are being
developed and implemented across the Shire, including by Committees of Management and other organisations.
There is also likely to be service planning being conducted by health, education and other community service
agencies which may have synergies with the purposes of the ICSIP. Therefore, the recommendations of ICSIP
are not intended to supplant these parallel planning documents and processes. The ICSIP should work alongside
these and be updated accordingly.
3.4.3

Best Practice Service Models

The configuration of community infrastructure going forward should be directly linked to the requirements of each
service type. Service model standards that inform the ICSIP are provided in Appendix B. These standards should
be considered as part of a wider assessment of local need which also includes demographics, existing service
delivery, emerging trends and other agency service planning priorities. Government directed service models are
also subject to change as a result of new policy and research. Therefore, facilities need to be flexible so that they
can respond to changes over time and continue to meet best practice.
3.4.4

Governance Arrangements

It should be considered early in the planning process how community infrastructure will be managed. This may
include direct government, NGO or Council management or delegated management to community committees. In
addition, arrangements will need to be put in place when community groups and services agencies move into
Council-owned community facilities to ensure these are underpinned by formal occupancy agreements including
service agreements, licenses, leases, and single or multiple hire arrangements.
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SECTION FOUR – COMMUNITY SERVICE NEEDS ASSESSMENT
4.1

Introduction

This Section contains the findings of the services/facilities analysis. The analysis comprises the following:
•

An audit of the various facility types which describes the location, ownership, management, level of use,
condition, functionality and capacity of community infrastructure in Mitchell.

•

A preliminary assessment of the level of provision of each infrastructure type.

•

An analysis of future demand for each infrastructure type and options for satisfying this demand.

It should be noted that some infrastructure types are assessed in detail, particularly those that have not been the
subject of recent reviews and/or are especially susceptible to population change - e.g. kindergartens, maternal
and child health centres and child care services. Infrastructure types that have been recently been or are
currently being reviewed (aquatic centres, outdoor sports facilities etc) or are largely provided by non-Council
organisations are assessed in less detail.

4.2
4.2.1

Kindergartens
Audit

Table 4 provides information on the dedicated kindergartens situated in Mitchell.
indicates the following:

An analysis of the table

•

There are 8 dedicated kindergarten programs in Mitchell, as well as the nearby Flowerdale kindergarten
which is located within Murrindindi Shire. All the programs operate from Council owned facilities.

•

Four centres were rated by Council’s early years staff as being in good to very good condition and fit for
purpose – Flowerdale, Kilmore, Pyalong and Seymour. The remainder were rated as being in fair to poor
condition. The main concerns were that the centres were dated and internal spaces, particularly offices
and storage areas, were undersized. Three of the centres are currently being redeveloped to improve their
functionality and condition and provide more capacity – Two in Wallan and one in Wandong.

•

In total, the centres are licensed for 298 places. One centre has 2 rooms and offers 58 places at a time –
Kilmore. The remainder offer between 24-33 places at a time and are single room kindergartens. A
second room is being added to 2 kindergartens and the capacity of these facilities will increase to more
than 50 places at a time.
It is estimated that there are 556 four year olds in Mitchell. 397 four year olds (or 71% of the Shire’s 4
year old population) are currently enrolled at the dedicated kindergartens. The remainder either do not
attend kindergarten or are enrolled in the kindergarten programs provided by local childcare centres
(sources: .id consulting population forecasts, Council’s kindergarten enrolments’ database).

•

(Note: Most of the long day childcare centres in Mitchell offer 4yo kindergarten programs. It is estimated that
they meet about 25% of the overall kindergarten demand. Also, many of the dedicated kindergartens provide
unfunded 3yo kindergarten programs. Around 40-50% of Mitchell’s 3yo population attend these programs.
Source - Council’s kindergarten enrolments’ database).
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4.2.2

Future demand

The main driver of demand for kindergartens is the size of the 4 years age cohort.

Table 3 shows the population forecasts for the 4 year old age cohort in 2021 and 2031 and at full development of
Mitchell and the demand these changes will generate. The data indicates that:
•

The Shire’s 4 year old population is expected to increase by 2,243 at full development.

•

The demand for dedicated 4yo kindergarten programs is projected to increase by 1,684 children. This rise
in demand is equivalent to 26 single room kindergartens.
Twenty-four of these rooms will be required in Beveridge and Surrounds (19) and Wallan and Surrounds
(5).

•
•

4.2.3

Additional capacity, equal to around 1 room, will also be required Kilmore.

Future provision and facility models

Council officers responsible for the planning/management of kindergartens were asked to:
•

Generally comment about the provision of community kindergartens in Mitchell.

•

Indicate a preferred facility delivery model for kindergartens in the residential growth areas.

•

Make preliminary recommendations about the future use and redevelopment of the existing kindergartens
in the Shire.

Their comments and recommendations were as follows:
•

Broadford Kindergarten is ageing and poorly functional. It is also reaching capacity and requires
redevelopment or relocation.

•

Consideration should be given to merging the 2 Seymour kindergartens and relocating them to a new
kindergarten facility at Seymour College.
Three room facilities should be developed in the growth areas. All rooms should be licensed for 33 places
each and provide for 4 year old kindergarten. Flexibility should be used in the design of the rooms to

•
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allow an opportunity to also cater for 3 year old kindergarten, occasional care, playgroups and other like
programs.
4.2.4
•

Preliminary recommendations
Redevelop the Broadford Kindergarten to increase the space and improve its functionality and condition.

•

Investigate options for providing additional kindergarten capacity in Kilmore.

•

Investigate the feasibility of merging the Seymour kindergartens and relocating the merged kindergarten
to a new 2 room facility at Seymour College.

•

Adopt the ‘3 room, 99 place centre located in an integrated early years centre/community centre’ as the
preferred facility model for kindergartens in the Mitchell South Urban Growth Area.

Despite the fact that 25% of Kindergarten demand is currently taken up by private providers, there is a risk in
assuming that this trend will continue. In particular, it reduces the ability of Council to influence the provision of
services in appropriate locations. Therefore, it may be sensible to plan for Kindergarten rooms to match the
projected population but to ensure these are flexible spaces that can be used for other purposes.
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4.3
4.3.1

Maternal and Child Health Centres (M&CH Centres)
Audit

Table 7 provides details on the location, operation and condition of the Maternal and Child Health (M&CH)
Centres in Mitchell. An analysis of the table indicates the following:
•

There are 7 M&CH centres in the Mitchell Shire. Six are owned by Council.

•

In total, the centres have the capacity to provide 100 sessions per week (a session is the time the facility
is open in a morning or afternoon – normally around 3 hours. An afternoon or morning of home visits is
also a session). Currently, the centres offer a total of 49 sessions, just under half their physical capacity.
The centres, with the exception of Broadford, are generally in functional and good condition. The
Broadford Centre is not disability accessible and has a small waiting room.

•
•

4.3.2

The Wandong centre is being relocated to the redeveloped Wandong Kindergarten. The Wallan centre is
being relocated to the Nexus Superclinic. These will be suitable locations.
Level of Provision

Table 5 provides information on the number of M&CH centres in each local area, the total numbers of sessions
offered by these centres and the ratio of the number of infants to sessions.

A ratio of 1 session per 13 infants is considered to be a satisfactory level of provision according to current
benchmarks and service models. The table indicates that Mitchell Shire and 5 of its 8 local areas have higher
provision rates than benchmark standards.
4.3.3

Future Service Demand

The main driver of demand for M&CH services is the infant population (0 year olds). If the number of births in an
area increases, the workload of the centre serving that area will rise. Table 6 shows the projected population
changes for the 0 year old age cohort in 2021, 2031 and at the full development of Mitchell and the demand
these changes in population will generate for M&CH services.
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The projections indicate that:
•

The Shire’s infant population will increase by 1,926 AFD. This suggests that demand will increase by 148
sessions or 14.8 consulting rooms.

•

The majority of the increase will occur in Beveridge and Surrounds and Wallan and Surrounds where
demand for 141 additional sessions or 14 consulting rooms will be generated.

4.3.4

Future Facility Provision and Facility Models

Council’s M&CH coordinator was asked to:
•

Make preliminary recommendations about the future use and development of existing maternal and child
health centres.

•

Indicate a preferred facility delivery model for the M&CH service across Mitchell Shire.

The responses were as follows:
•
•

Consideration should be given to relocating the Broadford Centre to another suitable location in
Broadford.
Consideration should be given to merging the Seymour kindergartens and relocating the merged
kindergarten and the M&CH centre to a new integrated early years facility at Seymour College.

•

The Kilmore, Pyalong and Puckapunyal M&CH centres are suitable venues and should be retained.

•

The Wandong and Wallan centres are moving to new, suitable locations.

•

The preferred service/facility model for M&CH is 2-3 room centres located in integrated early years
centres, community hubs, commercial precincts or community health centres.

4.3.5

Preliminary recommendations

•
•

Investigate alternative locations for the Broadford M&CH centre.
Investigate the feasibility of merging the Seymour kindergartens and relocating the merged kindergarten
and the M&CH centre to a new integrated early years facility at Seymour College.

•

Adopt the ‘2 room centre located in an integrated early years centre, community hub, commercial precinct
or community health centre’ as the preferred model for M&CH facility provision in the Mitchell Shire.

•

M&CH is particularly flexible to respond to changing circumstances and local need because the spaces
are not regulated and can be adapted.
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4.4
4.4.1

Childcare Centres
Audit

Table 10 provides information on the location, ownership, operation, usage and capacity of childcare centres in
Mitchell. It should be noted that with respect to the usage of the centres, it was difficult to get information on
exact activity levels. An analysis of the table indicates that:
•

There are 8 long day childcare centres in Mitchell Shire operated by private providers.

•

The centres offer a total of 650 places. Seven centres offer above 60 places each, 1 centre offers 51
places.
Some centres are operating at or close to capacity.

•
•

4.4.2

Most of the centres currently or intend to provide kindergarten programs. Some are giving consideration to
increasing their kindergarten capacity. For example, Quality Kids in Wallan, which has only been open for
a year, is giving consideration to building a dedicated kindergarten room.
Level of Provision

Table 8 lists the number of childcare centres and places provided in each local area in Mitchell Shire and the ratio
of places to children aged 0-6 years.

The data indicates that:
•

The provision ratio of childcare places to the population of 0-6 year olds in Mitchell Shire is 1: 5.9. This is
better than the ratio for Metropolitan Melbourne of 1: 6.8 and suggests that Mitchell Shire has an adequate
supply of long day childcare.

•

Kilmore has the best rate of supply, 1 place for every 2.9 children. This is a particularly high rate of supply
and equal to the rate in Inner Melbourne. Two other local areas have good supply – Broadford and
Wallan. Seymour has comparatively poor supply. The rural local areas have no supply.

4.4.3

Future Service Demand

General factors
A number of factors will impact on the capacity of and demand for childcare facilities over the next decade. These
factors are:
•

The requirement to have a trained kindergarten teacher on staff at childcare centres. Some centres may
find it difficult to recruit a teacher and may decide to close.
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•

The enhanced qualifications required for staff at kindergartens. Highly qualified staff at childcare centres
may be attracted to the better rewarded positions at kindergartens, again forcing some childcare centres
to consider their future

•

The change to staff/child ratio in 2016 will reduce the operational capacity of some centres, decrease
revenues and increase operational costs.

•

Changes in government policy which encourage greater or lesser participation in childcare e.g. stricter
means testing of childcare rebate, policies which force new mothers to return to work etc

•

Changes in the 0-6 population.

The only demand factor that can be easily measured is the change in the 0-6 population. The following additional
demand will be generated by population change in Mitchell (based on Mitchell’s current provision ratio of 1 place:
5.9 children aged 0-6).

The data indicates that:
•

The target population for long day childcare is projected to increase by 15,069 at full development of
Mitchell Shire. Based on current participation rates across Mitchell, this represents a need for 2,554
additional childcare places – the equivalent of around twenty six 100 place centres.

•

Demand will modestly increase in all the established local areas. The existing centres in these areas
should have the capacity to meet this demand. Extra capacity may be needed in Kilmore.

•

The majority of the rise in demand will occur in Beveridge and Surrounds (1,897 places) and Wallan and
Surrounds Wallan and Surrounds (521 places). New centres will be needed in these areas.

4.4.4

Future involvement of Council in childcare provision

General
•

Council will need to determine its position on the level of involvement it will have in childcare provision in
the Mitchell Growth Sub-Region, i.e. will it build centres or leave provision to the private and community
based sectors?

•

It is likely the community will want access to a mix of childcare options – community managed and private
centre-based care, occasional care, family day care, outside of school hours care and vacation care.
Council involvement may be needed to provide space in early years hubs for childcare options or if there
is an undersupply by the private sector.
Council provided centres should be located with other children’s service facilities and situated in
community hubs on Council and/or school land. Preferably the centres would offer around 80-100 places
– large enough to be viable but small enough to ensure quality care.

•
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Actions
•

Make a determination about Council’s involvement in childcare centre planning and service provision.
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4.5
4.5.1

Youth and Recreation Facilities
Audit

Youth facility
There is 1 dedicated youth facility in the Shire at the Broadford Leisure Centre. This facility operates 3 nights a
week with about 55 young people attending on a regular basis. Most other youth activities are held in schools,
halls, community centres and parks. For example, a number of youth events are held at the Wallan Secondary
College and Broadford Hall.
Councils are increasingly providing dedicated youth facilities at the municipal level supported by dedicated or
youth friendly multipurpose spaces at the neighbourhood/district/township level. The dedicated facilities contain
a diverse mix of component elements including offices for staff, rooms for visiting or permanent services
delivered by non-Council providers, general activities rooms, cafes/lounge/information areas, music/drama
rehearsal rooms, arts spaces etc. The municipal facility may accommodate a number of youth agencies
including Council youth service unit. This integrated ‘one stop shop’ approach provides an opportunity for,
Council and Government and non-Government agencies to cooperatively plan for the delivery of youth services
Active reserves
Mitchell has 18 active sporting reserves. The reserves are reasonably well spread across the municipality.
Some are highly developed with well-maintained playing fields and good quality pavilions; others are small with
junior size playing fields and no pavilions and car parks. The reserves provide suitable facilities for 7 sports –
cricket, football, tennis, netball, lawn bowls, golf and equestrian. There is only basic provision for soccer and
baseball and no provision for the lower profile sports of rugby, lacrosse, hockey etc.
In 2011, Council produced a Sports Development Plan. This Plan:
•
•

Looked at the usage, condition and functionality of and the existing and future demand for outdoor
sporting reserves in Mitchell.
Made recommendations about improvements to the existing reserves in the Shire and the development of
additional reserves in the Mitchell South Urban Growth Area

Council is systematically implementing the recommendations of the Plan. It has upgraded the playing surfaces at
some of its reserves and will continue this program in ensuing years. It is currently assessing the quality of the
floodlighting at its sporting reserves with the intention of introducing a lighting upgrade program. It has resurfaced
some netball and tennis courts and will continue this program in future. It is also upgrading pavilions, where
necessary.
Council recently completed a Municipal Open Space Strategy.
recommendations about active recreation reserves in the Shire:

This Strategy makes the following

•

Develop a sports precinct at the Broadford Leisure Centre and seek agreement from the Broadford
Secondary College to share facilities with the College. Improvements may include a new multiuse oval
with facilities for baseball, soccer, junior sport and training and improved drainage for the school oval.

•
•

Rehabilitate part of JJ Clancy Reserve in Kilmore for social/family space.
Seek opportunities in Kilmore to secure land for a new active recreation reserve to provide for football,
athletics, cricket and lawn bowls.

•

Make the following improvements at Chittick Park – upgrade the skate park and improve the floodlighting.

•

Make the following improvements to Kings Park – remove obsolete buildings, upgrade the pavilion and
floodlighting, install shelter over the rider’s platform for the Riding for Disabled Group, provide a clubroom
for the little athletics club and construct a second netball court.
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•

Expand and resurface the outdoor netball/tennis court area at Tooborac Recreation Reserve.

•

Make provision for active recreation reserves in the Beveridge and Wallan development areas

•
•

Define the future role of the Beveridge Recreation Reserve.
Develop an alternative sports precinct in Wallan where new tennis courts are to be developed.
Decommission the tennis courts in Hadfield Park when these courts are provided.

The works that Council is considering or intends to undertake at the sporting reserves and the recommendations
contained in the Open Space Strategy relating to recreation reserves are discussed in more detail in Section Five
– Local Area Assessments.
Indoor recreation centres
Mitchell has 4 indoor recreation centres with 8 indoor courts. The centres are in good condition and adequately
satisfy the indoor sporting needs of the Mitchell Community.
It should be noted that school indoor sport and recreation facilities are often also available for community use.
4.5.2

Future demand and facility provision standards

Mitchell’s population is anticipated to grow to over 150,000 people at full development. This will not only increase
the demand for local infrastructure but will also create demand for higher order recreation facilities that need
population catchments of 60,000+ people to be sustainable.
Suggested provision standards for recreation infrastructure in the Mitchell South Urban Growth Area are provided
in Appendix C to this report. The standards have been derived from discussions with Council officers from
Mitchell and previous community infrastructure assessments that have been undertaken for development areas
in the Melbourne North Corridor.
Table 11 provides a snapshot of the recreation facility demand that will be generated in the Mitchell South Urban
Growth Area at full development. The numbers have been produced by applying the provision standards listed in
Appendix B for the relevant infrastructure type to the projected population size of the Mitchell South Urban
Growth Area at full development. The table indicates that a significant number of indoor courts, playing fields and
other recreation facilities will be required.

(Note: Council has recently commissioned an investigation into the outdoor sports facility needs of the Broadford,
Kilmore, Wallan and Beveridge communities. This Study will involve the development of a set of provision
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standards for outdoor recreation facility provision in Mitchell Growth Sub-Region. The standards applied in this
Study may have to be reviewed when this new set of standards becomes available).
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4.6
4.6.1

Schools and Other Education
Audit

There are 18 schools in Mitchell Shire. They include 11 government primary schools, 1 government P-12 college
and special school, 2 government secondary colleges, catholic primary school, Catholic P-10 school, Catholic
secondary school and an independent school for years 5-12. 6,962 students are currently enrolled at the
schools.
Government schools
2,447 students attend the 11 government primary schools. The largest school, Wallan PS, has 590 students.
The smallest school, Tooborac, has 25 students. 2 schools have 200 or less students.
Enrolment numbers at the Wallan and Kilmore primary schools exceed the schools’ built capacities. The excess
enrolments are being managed through the use of portable classrooms. Beveridge PS is near its built capacity.
The other schools have spare capacity, some considerable.
2,078 students currently attend Seymour College and the Broadford and Wallan secondary colleges. Each site
has spare capacity – in total around 1,000 enrolments.

Catholic and Independent Schools
1,120 students attend Assumption College in Kilmore. The College has a maximum capacity (with portables) of
1,250 students. St Mary’s College in Seymour has 396 students. The College has the capacity to cater for
another 290 students. St Patrick’s Primary School in Kilmore has 563 students. This number exceeds the official
maximum capacity of the school by 66 students. Kilmore International School has 358 students. It has spare
capacity.
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4.6.2

Future demand

The projected increases in the school age populations in Mitchell Shire at full development are shown in Table
15. The figures indicate that the primary and secondary school populations will grow by 12,330 and 10,660
students respectively.

The current proportions of students by type of school - government, catholic or private schools - in the Mitchell
local areas are listed in table 16. The figures indicate that the proportions vary considerably and are heavily
influenced by the type and accessibility of the schools situated in each local area. For example, the catholic
secondary school population in Kilmore is higher than the government secondary school population. This is not a
typical outcome but results from there being a large catholic college in Kilmore and no government secondary
College. Also, Beveridge has smaller than usual proportions of government primary and secondary school
students. This again reflects the size and accessibility of non-government schools in this area.

Table 17 provides estimates for the increase in student numbers by school type that will occur in each local area
by full development. The Shire wide proportions were applied to the Beveridge and Surrounds and Wallan and
Surrounds, the actual proportions were applied in the other local areas.
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It is projected that there will be 15,940 additional primary school students at full development of Mitchell – around
11,700 of these will attend government primary schools. The Education Department allows for 450-500 long term
enrolments per government primary school – so, theoretically, 23 additional schools could be required at full
development of the Shire.
It is projected that there will be 10,860 more secondary students at full development of the Shire. Around 6,455
of these will attend government secondary schools. The Department allows for 1,100 long term students at its
secondary colleges – so, theoretically, 6 additional schools could be required at full development of the Shire.
The Catholic Education Office (CEO) allows for 400 long term enrolment enrolments per primary school and
1,200 per secondary school. Based on these ratios, 9 more primary schools and 3 additional secondary schools
would be required.

Tertiary Education
There is a TAFE located in Seymour and Tech Trade Training Centres in Seymour and Kilmore. There is
currently very limited tertiary education opportunities located within Mitchell Shire aside from the TAFE located in
Seymour. In addition to tertiary education, there is also a gap in local provision of alternative education
opportunities for young people who are disengaged from school or vocational training.
Growth areas are likely to experience a large increase in tertiary aged students once the young families that
move in to these areas begin to mature. Population projections suggest substantial growth in demand, especially
in the decade following 2021.
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Future planning should include partnership arrangements that encourage the provision of tertiary education,
vocational training and other non-school education opportunities within the Shire and in neighbouring areas.
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4.7
4.7.1

Libraries/ Senior Citizens Centres/Halls/Community Centres/Neighbourhood Houses
Audit

Table 20 provides information on the location of the Neighborhood Houses and Council owned halls and
community centres in Mitchell. An analysis of the table indicates the following:
•

There are 4 libraries in Mitchell – 3 in Council properties and 1 in a shopping complex. The libraries are
quite small and lack storage and shelving capacity.

•

There are 2 dedicated Senior Citizens Centre’s in the Shire. One is highly functional and in good
condition. The other needs refurbishment.
There are 13 halls/community centres/neighbourhood houses in the Shire. Most of the halls receive
moderate to good levels of use. 9 halls are considered to be in good condition. 4 are ageing and need
refurbishment.

•

4.7.2

Future demand and facility provision

Table 19 provides a snapshot of the facility demand that will be generated for Neighborhood Houses etc in the
Mitchell South Urban Growth Area at full development. The figures indicate that the population will be of
sufficient size to justify the provision of sub-municipal and municipal level infrastructure such as community arts
and performing arts venues.

Suggested provision standards and facility models for libraries, halls, Neighborhood Houses etc are provided in
Appendices B and C to this report. The standards and models place a strong emphasis on the development of
spaces that are suitable for multi-generational activities. Consideration should also be given to how to encourage
more community arts and cultural activities within multi-purpose community facilities.
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4.8
4.8.1

Health and Emergency Services
Audit

The acute, sub-acute care and community health needs of Mitchell residents are largely being met through the
Northern Hospital in Epping, Craigieburn Day Hospital, Seymour Hospital, Kilmore Hospital and soon to be
opened Nexus Superclinic in Wallan. The major specialist hospitals in Melbourne also service the Mitchell Shire.
Victoria Police operate 5 stations in Mitchell – the 24 hour stations in Wallan, Kilmore and Seymour, the 16 hour
station in Broadford and the 8 hour station in Pyalong. The CFA has 15 stations across the municipality. They
include volunteer stations in the rural districts and manned stations in the larger townships. Ambulance Victoria
operates 3 stations in the Shire – at Seymour, Kilmore and the new station at Wallan. The SES has 2 units – in
Seymour and Kilmore.
The Justice Department provides a magistrate court in Seymour. This caters for the northern section of the
Shire. The southern section is served by the magistrates/county court in Broadmeadows.
4.8.2

Future provision

The acute, subacute and community health needs of Mitchell Shire will continue to be met by the Northern,
Craigieburn Day, Seymour and Kilmore Hospitals and the Nexus Superclinic. These facilities have recently been
expanded or developed and will expand further as the population grows. The Department of Human Services
recommends that provision be also made for a ‘superclinic like’ facility in Beveridge.
Additional emergency services facilities will be needed in the Mitchell South Urban Growth Area – the number
and locations will largely be governed by response time calculations, the capacity of existing stations to house
more vehicles (CFA and Ambulance) and the provision of facilities in neighbouring areas. However, it is likely
that at least 1 police station, 2 ambulance stations, 2 fire stations and 1 SES Unit will be needed (see Appendix E
–Quantitative Assessment).
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SECTION FIVE – LOCAL AREA COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE NEEDS ASSESSMENTS
5.1

Introduction

This Section provides a detailed analysis of community infrastructure provision across the Shire and in each local
area (see map below). It:
•

Describes the population characteristics of the Shire and local areas.

•
•

Lists and shows on a map the infrastructure items in each local area and describes their condition and
functionality.
Outlines the key strategic facility issues for each local area drawing on the findings of the service/facility
analyses, consultation with key stakeholders and investigation of the capacity of existing infrastructure to
cater for demand.

•

Concludes with a list of recommended actions for each local area.

Seymour

Pyalong - Rural West
Rural North East

Broadford

Kilmore

Wandong-Heathcote Junction
Wallan

Beveridge

Land areas, capital costs and priorities have been assigned to many of the recommendations in the tables. The
following information was considered and assumptions made in determining costs, land areas and priorities:
Information
•

Advice from Council staff.

•

The priorities and costs given to the actions in the respective strategy or plan that the actions were
sourced from, e.g. Mitchell Sports Facilities Plan 2011.

•

The facility models and population triggers for community infrastructure outlined in Appendix B.

•

The capital costs of similar infrastructure provided in other outer Melbourne growth areas.

Assumptions
•

The population of the Mitchell Shire and the Mitchell South Urban Growth Area and its components areas
will increase as per the projections outlined in Appendix D.
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•

Lockerbie North and Beveridge Central will develop first and then Beveridge North East, South West and
North West will develop concurrently.

With respect to priorities, the items have been classified as follows:
•

Short term - within the next 3 years

•

Medium term – between 2016 and 2021

•

Long term – after 2021

It should be noted that the costs provided are ‘very preliminary’ and will need to be firmed up through more
detailed concept planning and costing processes.
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5.2
5.2.1

Broadford Area
Neighbourhood profile

Description/Demographics
The Broadford Area includes the localities of Broadford, Reedy Creek, Sunday Creek and Tyaak.
population characteristics are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Area’s

Slightly lower proportions of children, teenagers and young adults than Mitchell Shire
A slightly higher proportion of middle adults than Mitchell Shire
Similar proportions of older middle adults and older adults to Mitchell Shire
An average household size slightly smaller than Mitchell Shire
A lower median household income than Mitchell Shire
A lower proportion of ‘couple with children’ households than Mitchell Shire
A higher proportion of ‘one parent family’ households than Mitchell Shire

Population change
The population of the Broadford Area is anticipated to increase from 4,620 in 2013 to 4,725 in 2016; and to 6,200 at full development.
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The target age cohorts for the various community infrastructure types will increase over the next 20 years and beyond. For most services/facilities, these population increases
will cause a small to modest rise in demand – kindergarten 8 places, M&CH 1 session, childcare 23 places, primary school 160 students and secondary school 109 students.
Existing services will be capable of satisfying this demand. (Note: the aged population will more than double. The implications of this significant rise should be given special
consideration).

Audit of Community Infrastructure
Broadford has the following community infrastructure items (as illustrated on the map at the end of the section):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mt Piper Kindergarten – 1 room, 29 places, 46 enrolments (2014 enrolment 15 places above
capacity)
Broadford Maternal and Child Health Centre – 1 room
Ferguson St Childcare – 96 places
Broadford Leisure Centre – 2 courts, gym, squash courts, youth/multipurpose room
Broadford Leisure Centre/Secondary School Precinct – Baseball field, clubhouse, school playing field
Broadford Reserve – Oval, 4 tennis courts, 3 netball courts, 1 netball/tennis court and
pavilions/clubrooms
Broadford Bowling Club – 1 synthetic green, clubhouse
Broadford Swimming Pool – Outdoor 25m pool, toddlers’ pool
Broadford Primary School – 335 students
Broadford Secondary School – 577 students
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Broadford Library
Broadford Senior Citizens Centre
Broadford Community Centre
Broadford Hall
Broadford Police Station – 16 hours
Broadford Fire Station

Mt Piper Kindergarten is ageing and has functionality concerns – small office, inadequate storage. The enrolments for 2014 also indicate that the building has reached capacity.
The M&CH centre is also ageing, is not disability accessible and has a small waiting room. It is not in line with best practice service model of dual room M&CH centres.
The playing fields in Broadford (Broadford Recreation Reserve and the Broadford Leisure Centre Precinct/Secondary College Ground) are being used to near capacity. A study
is being conducted into the feasibility of providing additional playing field capacity at the Leisure Centre Precinct/Secondary College.
The Leisure Centre is dated and needs a general refurbishment. The pavilion at the Broadford Recreation Reserve is being extended. The effectiveness of the lights over the
playing field is being assessed and it is likely the lights will require upgrade.
The Broadford Community Centre is a busy centre. It is ageing and needs refurbishment. The Broadford Hall is in good condition.
5.2.2

Strategic Facility Issues

The key strategic facility issues for the Broadford Area are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Addressing space and functionality problems at Mt Piper Kindergarten
Finding a suitable location for the M&CH centre and reducing nurse isolation.
Providing additional playing field capacity and providing the built infrastructure to support the playing fields
Updating the leisure centre
Updating the community centre
Upgrading the lights at the recreation reserve
Implementing the recommendations of the Aquatic Strategy
Providing suitable facilities for Broadford’s aged population
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5.2.3

Recommendations
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5.3
5.3.1

Kilmore
Neighbourhood profile

Description/Demographics
The Kilmore local area includes the Kilmore Township and hinterland. The Area’s population characteristics are as
follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Similar proportions of children, young adults and older middle adults to Mitchell Shire
A slightly lower proportion middle adults than Mitchell Shire
A slightly higher proportion of youth than Mitchell Shire
Same average household size as Mitchell Shire
A higher median household income than Mitchell Shire
Similar proportions of ‘couple with children’ and one parent family’ households to Mitchell Shire

Population change
The population of the Kilmore local area is anticipated to increase from 7,142 in 2013 to 8,087 in 2016; and 11,500 at full development.
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The age cohorts for the various community infrastructure types will increase over the next 20 years. There will be an increase in demand for local services – kindergarten 22
places, M&CH 4 sessions, childcare 62 places, primary school 401 students, secondary school 413 students. Existing facilities/services will have varying capacities to satisfy
this demand. The childcare and M&CH centres will have sufficient capacity. The kindergarten will struggle to meet demand. There is currently a shortage of playing fields and
population increase will add to this shortage.

Audit of community infrastructure
Kilmore has the following community infrastructure items (as illustrated on the map at the end of the section):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Marie Williams Kindergarten – 2 rooms, 58 places, 96 enrolments
Kilmore Maternal and Child Health Centre – 2 rooms
Piper St Children’s Centre – 60 places (privately owned)
Kilmore Childcare - 51 places (privately owned)
Sutherland St Childcare – 120 places (privately owned)
JJ Clancy Reserve – Oval, athletics facility, 8 tennis courts, 2 netball courts, 2 netball/tennis courts and pavilions/clubrooms
Kilmore East Recreation Reserve – 1 tennis court (crown land)
Kilmore Cricket and Recreation Reserve – Oval, pavilion
Hudson Park (Kilmore Bowling Club) – 1 synthetic green, clubhouse
Kilmore Leisure Centre –25m pool/toddlers’ area, gym, crèche
Kilmore Primary School – 480 students
Willowmavin Primary School – 62 students
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

St Patricks Primary School – 563 students
Assumption College – 1120 students
Kilmore International School – 358 students
Kilmore Library
Kilmore Community Centre
Kilmore Police Station – 24hours
Kilmore Fire Station
Kilmore Ambulance Station
Kilmore SES Unit
Kilmore Hospital

The Marie Williams Kindergarten is functional and in good condition. The M&CH centre is new, highly functional and in good condition.
The effectiveness of the lights over the playing field at Kilmore Recreation Reserve is being assessed and it is likely they will require upgrade. The asphalt courts should be
removed.
5.3.2

Strategic Facility Issues

The key strategic facility issues for the Kilmore Area are:
•
•
•
5.3.3

Providing additional playing field capacity
Upgrades to existing leisure and recreation facilities
Responding to capacity issues for the kindergarten
Recommendations
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5.4
5.4.1

Pyalong-Rural North West
Neighbourhood profile

Description/Demographics
The Pyalong-Rural North West local area includes the small townships of Pyalong and Tooborac and the localities
of Forbes, Glenaroua, Glenhope, Glenhope East, Heathcote South, High Camp, Kilmore East, Moranding, Nulla
Vale, Pyalong, Sugarloaf Creek, Tooborac and Willowmavin and the Mitchell Shire parts of Bylands and Mia Mia.
The area’s population characteristics are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Significantly lower proportions of children and young adults than Mitchell Shire
Slightly higher proportions of youth and older adults than Mitchell Shire
Significantly higher proportions of middle and older middle adults than Mitchell Shire
A significantly lower median household income than Mitchell Shire
A similar proportion of ‘couple with children’ households to Mitchell Shire
A lower proportion of ‘one parent family’ households than Mitchell Shire
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Population change
The population of the Pyalong-Rural North West local area is anticipated to decrease from 2,611 in 2013 to 2,605 in 2016; and then increase to 2,900 at full development.

Some of the age cohorts for the various community infrastructure types will increase over the next 20 years and beyond and some will decrease. Therefore, demand for some
services will slightly decline and for others will slightly increase. Existing facilities will be able to accommodate these changes in demand.

Audit of Facilities
Pyalong-Rural North West has the following community infrastructure items (as illustrated on the map at the end of the section):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pyalong Kindergarten – 1 room, 25 places, 10 enrolments
Pyalong Maternal and Child Health Centre – 2 rooms
Pyalong Recreation Reserve – Junior oval, 2 netball courts, 2 netball/tennis courts, 18 hole golf course, equestrian area and pavilions/clubrooms
Tooborac Reserve – Oval, 2 tennis courts
Pyalong Primary School – 563 students
Tooborac Primary School – 25 students
Pyalong Neighbourhood House
Pyalong Police Station – 8 hours
Pyalong Fire Station
Tooborac Fire Station
Glenaroua Fire Station
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The kindergarten and maternal and child health centre are functional and in good condition. The facilities at the recreation reserves are suitable for their standard and
frequency of use. The neighbourhood house requires upgrade. The tennis courts at Tooborac Recreation Reserve are not lined for netball.
5.4.2

Strategic Facility Issues

The key strategic facility issues for the Pyalong-Rural North West local area are:
•
•
5.4.3

Updating the neighbourhood house
Creating provision opportunity for netball and tennis
Recommendations
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5.5
5.5.1

Rural North East
Neighbourhood profile

Description/Demographics
The Rural North East local area includes the localities of Hilldene, Northwood, Puckapunyal, Tallarook, Trawool
and Whiteheads Creek, and the Mitchell Shire parts of Avenel, Highlands, Mangalore and Tarcombe. The area’s
population characteristics are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Higher proportions of children and young adults than Mitchell Shire
Lower proportions of youth, middle adults and older adults than Mitchell Shire
Similar proportion of older middle adults to Mitchell Shire
A slightly higher proportion of youth and older adults than Mitchell Shire
A significantly higher proportion of ‘couple with children’ households to Mitchell Shire
A significantly lower proportion of ‘one parent family’ households than Mitchell Shire

Population change
The population of the Rural North East Area is anticipated to increase from 2,782 in 2013 to 2,870 in 2016; and to 3,400 at full development.
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The age cohorts for the various community infrastructure types will increase over the next 20 years and beyond. These increases will cause a small rise in demand. Local
facilities and facilities in neighbouring local areas will be able to satisfy this demand.

Audit of Community Infrastructure
Rural North East has the following community infrastructure items (as illustrated on the map following this section):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Puckapunyal Primary School – 241 students
Puckapunyal Maternal and Child Health Centre – 1 room
Tallarook Reserve – 1 oval, clubrooms
Tallarook Swimming Pool Reserve – Outdoor 22m pool, toddlers’ pool, tennis court, outdoor multipurpose court
Tallarook Mechanics Institute Hall
Trawool Fire Station
Hilldene Fire Station
Whiteheads Creek - Tarkham Creek Fire Station
Tallarook Fire Station

All the facilities are in reasonable to good condition.
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5.5.2

Strategic Facility Issues

The key strategic facility issue for the Rural North East Area is the upgrading of the public hall.
5.5.3

Recommendations
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5.6
5.6.1

Seymour
Neighbourhood profile

Description/Demographics
The Seymour local area includes the Seymour Township and hinterland. The area’s population characteristics are as
follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A significantly lower proportion of children than Mitchell Shire
A slightly lower proportion of youth and young adults than Mitchell Shire
A similar proportion of middle adults to Mitchell Shire
A higher proportion of middle older adults than Mitchell Shire
A significantly higher proportion of older adults
A significantly smaller average household size than Mitchell Shire
A much lower median household income than Mitchell Shire
A much lower proportion of ‘couple with children’ and a higher proportion of ‘one parent family’ households than
Mitchell Shire
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Population change
Seymour’s population will increase from 6,487 in 2013 to 6,527 in 2016; and to 7,200 at full development.

The age cohorts for the various community infrastructure types will increase modestly over the next 20 years and beyond. There will be a small increase in demand for local
services. Existing facilities/services will have the capacity to satisfy this demand.

Audit of Facilities
Seymour has the following community infrastructure items (as illustrated on the map at the end of the section):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Seymour East Kindergarten – 1 room, 24 places, 35 enrolments
Seymour Kindergarten – 1 room, 30 places, 50 enrolments
Seymour Maternal and Child Health Centre – 2 rooms
Good Start ELC – 66 places (community sector)
Kings Park – 2 ovals, 1 netball court, athletics facilities, cutting horse arena, pavilions, clubrooms, exhibition buildings, playground, fire brigade training track, playgoup
building and Riding Develops Abilities facility.
Chittick Reserve - 2 ovals, 15 tennis courts, skatepark, various halls and other buildings
Seymour Sports and Aquatic Centre – 25m pool/toddlers’ area, gym, crèche, 2 indoor courts
Seymour Youth and Fitness Centre
Seymour Bowling Club – 1 synthetic green, 1 turf green, clubhouse
Seymour VRI Bowling Club – 2 grass greens, 2 clubhouses
Seymour College – 950 students
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

St Mary’s College – 396 students
Seymour Library
Seymour Senior Citizens Centre
Seymour and District Community House
Seymour Old Courthouse
Seymour Police Station – 24hours
Seymour Fire Station
Seymour Ambulance Station
Seymour SES Unit
Seymour Hospital
Chittick Park Community Place (newly opened)
Seymour Community Arts Centre (located with Seymour College)
Community Garden (Victoria Street)
Seymour Racecourse

Seymour Kindergarten is in good condition. Seymour East Kindergarten is in poor condition and needs upgrade. The Seymour M&CH facility is ageing and needs upgrade. It
has been suggested that the 2 kindergartens merge and relocate with the M&CH centre to form a Community Hub.
The gym at the Seymour Sports and Aquatic Centre is being expanded. The change areas also need expansion. The lights over the playing fields at Kings Park and Chittick
Park are being assessed and are likely to require upgrade. The kitchen and change areas in the football/cricket pavilion at Kings Park need upgrade, the athletics club needs
clubrooms, a second netball court is required and show jumping area and sand arena need upgrade.
The library needs more space. The community house and Old Courthouse are in good condition.
5.6.2

Strategic Facility Issues

The key strategic facility issues for the Seymour local area are:
•
•
•
•
•

Merging the 2 kindergartens and relocating them with the M&CH centre to form a community hub.
Provision of more space at the Seymour Library
Upgrading the skate park and floodlighting at Chittick Park
Provision of better oval lighting, larger change rooms and kitchen area at King Park
Provision of a second netball court, an improved equestrian arena, a shelter over the Riding for Disabled platform and a set of clubrooms for the athletics club at Kings
Park
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5.6.3

Recommendations
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5.7
5.7.1

Wandong-Heathcote Junction
Neighbourhood profile

Description/Demographics
The Wandong-Heathcote Junction area includes the township areas of Heathcote Junction, Wandong and
Waterford Park and the localities of Clonbinane, Heathcote Junction, Upper Plenty, Wandong and Waterford Park,
and the Mitchell Shire part of Flowerdale. The area’s population characteristics are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lower proportions of children and older adults than Mitchell Shire
A similar proportion of young adults to Mitchell Shire
Higher proportions of youth, middle adults and older middle adults than Mitchell Shire
A larger average household size than Mitchell Shire
A much higher median household income than Mitchell Shire
A much higher proportion of ‘couple with children’ and lower proportion of ‘one parent family’ households
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Population Change
The population of the Wandong-Heathcote Junction is anticipated to increase from 2,946 in 2013 to 2,951 in 2016; and to 4,000 at full development.

The age cohorts for the various community infrastructure types will increase over the next 20 years and beyond. There will be a modest increase in demand for local services
– kindergarten 4 places, childcare 14 places, primary school 120 students, secondary school 67 students. Existing facilities/services in Wandong-Heathcote Junction and
nearby local areas will have the capacity to satisfy this demand.

Audit of Community Infrastructure
Wandong-Heathcote Junction has the following community infrastructure items (as illustrated on the map at the end of this section):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wandong Kindergarten – 1 room, 31 places, 47 enrolments
Flowerdale Kindergarten – 2 rooms, 41 places, 16 enrolments
Wandong Maternal and Child Health Centre – 1 room
LB Davern Reserve – junior oval, 4 multi-purpose (tennis/netball) courts, 2 tennis courts, 1 court stadium and pavilions/clubrooms
Wandong Primary School – 246 students
Upper Plenty Primary School - 148 students
Wandong Hall, Clonbinane Hall
Wandong-Heathcote Junction Community Centre
Wandong Fire Station, Clonbinane Fire Station
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The Flowerdale Kindergarten was recently rebuilt and is in good condition. The Wandong Kindergarten is being extended to provide additional capacity and address
functionality issues. The M&CH centre will be co-located with the extended kindergarten. The Wandong Heathcote Junction Community Centre and Clonbinane Hall are new
facilities and are highly functional and in good condition. The Wandong Hall has recently been upgraded and is in good condition. The facilities at the recreation reserve are in
good condition. The effectiveness of the oval lights at LB Davern Reserve are being assessed and upgrade could be required
5.7.2

Strategic Facility Issues

Upgrading of the lights at LB Davern Reserve and possible refurbishment of ageing community centre.
5.7.3

Recommendations
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5.8
5.8.1

Mitchell South Urban Growth Area – Wallan and Surrounds/Beveridge and Surrounds
Profile

Description/Demographics
The Mitchell South Urban Growth Area consists of the townships of Wallan and Beveridge and their surrounding rural districts (Beveridge and Surrounds and Wallan and
Surrounds). The population characteristics of the Sub-Region are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Higher proportions of children, youth, young adults and middle adults than Mitchell Shire
Lower proportions of older middle adults and older adults than Mitchell Shire
A larger average household size than Mitchell Shire
A higher proportion of people born overseas
A much higher median household income than Mitchell Shire
A much higher proportion of ‘couple with children’ households
A similar proportion of ‘one parent family’ households
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Population growth in Mitchell South Urban Growth Area
It is anticipated that the population of Mitchell South Urban Growth Area will grow by 104,400 at full development. Wallan and
Surrounds will increase by around 25,000 people and Beveridge and Surrounds by 80,500 people.

Audit of community infrastructure
The Mitchell South Urban Growth Area has the following community infrastructure items
(as illustrated on the following map):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wallan Kindergarten – 1 room (soon to be 2), 33 places, 50 enrolments
Wellington St Kindergarten – 1 room, 33 places, 49 enrolments
Wallan M&CH Centre – 2 rooms, 17 sessions
Dudley St Childcare and Kindergarten – 90 places
Killara Childcare Centre – 82 places
Quality Kids Childcare – 85 places
Greenhill Reserve Wallan – 2 ovals, change rooms
Beveridge Reserve – 2 tennis courts, equestrian facilities
Hadfield Park Wallan – 6 tennis courts, skate park
Robson Stadium Wallan – 3 indoor courts, gymnastics room
Wallan Bowling Club – 2 grass greens, clubhouse
Wallan Primary School – 590 students
Beveridge Primary School – 200 students
Wallan Secondary College – 577 students
Wallan Library
Wallan Multi-purpose Community Centre
Beveridge Community Centre
Wallan Police Station (24 hours)
Wallan Ambulance Station (being developed)
Beveridge Fire Shed
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Wallan Fire Station
Wallan Community Health Centre
Wallan Mechanics Hall
Eclipse Childcare
Upper Plenty Hall ‘The Shack’
Upper Plenty Primary School

Wallan Kindergarten is being extended to provide an additional room and address functionality issues. Wellington St Kindergarten is ageing but is functional and in good
condition. The Wallan M&CH centre is about to relocate to the Nexus Superclinic. The effectiveness of the lights at Greenhill Reserve is being assessed and it is likely that an
upgrade will be required. The equestrian facilities at Beveridge Recreation Reserve have recently been upgraded.
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5.8.2

Recommendations

For the Mitchell South Urban Growth Area, the preparation of community infrastructure provision recommendations utilised the methodology described below (slightly different
from that of the existing townships).
Quantitative assessment of demand at full development
A quantitative assessment of future/service facility demand is provided in Appendix C. The assessment provides an indication of the demand that will be generated in Wallan
and Surrounds and the individual PSP areas in Beveridge and Surrounds at full development.
The assessment was derived from the application of infrastructure provision ratios to the projected dwelling yields and population sizes of Wallan and Surrounds and the
individual PSP areas in Beveridge and Surrounds and, where relevant, the target populations for certain services and facilities, e.g. early years services, residential aged care.
The dwelling yields and population sizes were sourced from the GAA.
The provision ratios were derived from the following sources:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Standards used by Federal and State Government Departments and Agencies – Federal Department of Ageing, Country Fire Authority, Victorian Department of
Education and Early Childhood Development, Ambulance Victoria, SES Victoria, Victoria Police and Catholic Education Office
GAA Precinct Structure Planning Guidelines
Draft GAA Health and Aged Care Benchmarks
Planning for Community Infrastructure in Growth Area Communities: Standards Project (April 2008)
Actual provision levels or attendance levels in Mitchell, other Growth Area Councils and/or Melbourne Metropolitan Areas
AIHW, 2010. Australian hospital statistics 2008–09. AIHW cat. No. HSE 84.
Standards proposed by ASR Research in the absence of an alternative relevant standard

Qualitative assessment of community infrastructure provision at full development
The qualitative assessment of future community infrastructure provision is presented in Appendix E. The following information was considered and assumptions were made in
conducting the qualitative assessment and determining the proposed locations of the recommended community infrastructure:
Information considered:
•
•
•
•

The findings of the literature review
The findings of the quantitative assessment with respect to the number of facilities by infrastructure type required to cater for Wallan and Surrounds and the individual
PSP areas in Beveridge and Surrounds (see Appendix C)
The facility models for community infrastructure outlined in Appendix B
The comments of Council staff, Government agencies, non-Government agencies, other community services providers and neighbouring Councils about future
community infrastructure provision in the Mitchell South Urban Growth Area and Northern Melbourne Growth Region
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Assumptions for the Mitchell South Urban Growth Area:
•

•
•

There will be 2 major town centres in the Mitchell South Urban Growth Area – in Beveridge South West and Greater Wallan. The original Melbourne North Corridor Plan
provides for a major town centre in Beveridge South West. As a result of the inclusion of the Wallan and Surrounds area in and other revisions to the Corridor area,
there will be a need to review the number of major town centres in the Mitchell South Urban Growth Area. It is possible that another town centre will be created in
Wallan and Surrounds. This assessment assumes that this will be the case.
Wallan and Surrounds will be the preferred location for community infrastructure that serves the whole municipality because of its central location in what will be the
urban area of the Shire.
The population of the Mitchell South Urban Growth Area will increase as per the projections outlined in the Appendix D.

A summary of the recommendations arising from the assessment are as follows. These are divided by PSP areas across the Mitchell South Urban Growth Area.
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Appendix A – Literature Review
Document

Details

Mitchell Shire - General Strategies

Mitchell Community Plan 2020

This Plan describes the Council’s and community’s vision, principles and priorities for the next 10 years. The principles and priorities that have implications for
community infrastructure provision are as follows:
Principles
− Protecting our country lifestyle, rural and semi-rural character while providing modern convenient affordable and accessible services
− Working in partnerships to develop and deliver innovative solutions and exploring new, more efficient ways of meeting the needs of the community
Priorities
− Support the development of a new major activity centres proximate to Beveridge
− Plan for the collection of development contributions for the orderly delivery of capital works projects
− Support convenient access across the network of settlements to a greater range of recreational facilities
− Support hubs of integrated community services that will be provided in the regional centres and larger towns
− Develop and maintain facilities that are multifunctional and accessible to the community in terms of location

Draft Council Plan 2013-2017

This Plan outlines Council’s goals and priorities for the period 2013-201. The Plan identifies 9 priorities for Council action. One of these is ‘enhancing the
provision of recreational facilities and opportunities across the Shire and ensuring all projects provide for all abilities’. The Plan identifies 5 strategic objectives.
Three have relevance to community infrastructure, i.e. shaping the future or Mitchell’s communities through forward planning and well built and maintained
facilities and infrastructure, providing and supporting programs to build vibrant and healthy communities and excellent and innovative performance underpinned
by good governance and responsible financial management.

Positive Ageing Strategy

This Strategy outlines the actions that Council will take to:
− Manage the changing demand for services and facilities resulting from the ageing of the Mitchell community
− Ensure that Mitchell’s aged residents are given to the opportunity to participate in community activities.
The Strategy contains the following recommendations which have implications for the provision of community infrastructure:
− Review the physical accessibility of Council’s public buildings
− Continue to support community groups and agencies which provide fitness session and/or other programs which target the over 55 population
− Continue to develop, support and promote older persons activity groups such as fit for life.

Youth Engagement Strategy 2009

This Strategy outlines the actions Council will take to engage and empower young people and break down barriers to their involvement in community life. The
Plan recommends that Council support the development of recreation and leisure facilities that meet the needs of young people

Mitchell Sports Development Plan 2011

This Plan provides strategic directions and identifies priorities for the future provision of outdoor sports facilities across the Shire.

Access and Inclusion Disability Plan 2013

This Plan outlines Council’s objectives with respect to access and inclusion in the Shire and the actions it will take in 2013/14 to achieve the objectives.
Essentially, the aim of the Plan is to ensure that Mitchell residents have the opportunity to participate as fully and freely to the extent they choose in community
life. The objectives and actions that have relevance to community infrastructure provision are as follows:
Objectives
− Develop processes that consider accessibility for all in Council’s built environment including new and existing buildings, roads, signage, footpaths, lighting,
parking and transport
− Develop processes that consider accessibility for all in Council’s natural environment, including new and existing open space, outdoor areas, playgrounds
and walking trails
− Ensure that Council’s services and programs are delivered in a manner that considers people of all abilities
Actions
− Develop policies to provide a consistent, organisation-wide approach to improve access to new and existing Council infrastructure and open space
− Conduct an audit of all Council infrastructure and open space areas to identify opportunities to improve access for people with disabilities
− Develop an action plan based on the findings of the audit which priorities works for inclusion in works budgets, the disabled carparks improvement plan
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−
−
Municipal Early Years Plan 2012

and the all abilities access improvement plan
Encourage the removal of barriers to access in non-Council facilities that are used by the public
Ensure that Council and library services are accessible and inclusive to people with disabilities

This Plan provides a strategic direction for the development and co-ordination of early years programs, activities and local community development processes.
The Plan contains a list of priority actions and an infrastructure plan for the period 2012-2020.
The priority actions that have relevance to early years infrastructure provision are as follows:
−
−

Planning for population growth in the south of the municipality
Managing the reforms in early childhood education

The infrastructure plan recommends that the following works should be undertaken:
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
Municipal Health and Well-being Plan 2013

Construction of a small children’s centre in Mandalay with a licensed children’s service room (33 places), an M&CH consulting room and meeting room
(by 2012)
Construction of a family centre/hub in Beveridge Central (west) with 3 licensed rooms, double room M&CH centre and an activities room (by 2013)
Construction of a family centre/hub in Beveridge Central (east) with 3 licensed rooms, a double or triple room M&CH centre and an activities room (by
2018)
Construction of a children’s centre in Wallan East adjacent with 3 licensed rooms, a double room M&CH centre and an activities room (by 2013)
Construction of a community services facility hub with 3 licensed rooms, a triple room M&CH centre and activities rooms (by 2013) (the existing early
years facilities in Bentinck St would relocate to facility
Development of an early intervention centre
Preparation of a children’s services infrastructure plan for Kilmore

This Plan outlines Council’s goals with respect to making Mitchell a healthier and more liveable community and the strategies Council will implement to achieve
these goals. The goals and strategies that have relevance to community infrastructure provision are as follows:
Goals
−
−
−
−

Improve health and well-being through increased physical activity and lifelong learning
Create a Shire which has confident, resilient and involved communities that work together to achieve shared goals
Proactively plan for the emerging needs of the Mitchell’s growing population and changing demographic
Ensure the health and well-being needs of Mitchell’s growing population and changing demographics are supported by appropriate and related policies

Strategies
−
−
−
−
−
Mitchell Open Space Strategy 2013

In partnership with key stakeholders, agencies and networks, proactively lead and implement projects that encourage sustained physical activity
In partnership with community agencies, residents and educational providers, actively promote, encourage and facilitate opportunities for people of all
ages and abilities to participate in learning throughout all stages of life – early childhood learning, middle ages, youth, adults and seniors
Implement the Mitchell Open Space Strategy 2013
Promote access, awareness, understanding and opportunities for inclusion of people with a disability through the implementation of the Access and
Inclusion Disability Plan 201 3
Take a leadership role in the planning and development of current and future services for the community with an emphasis on physical infrastructure and
economic development

This Document provides a planning framework for the future provision of open space and off-road trails in the Shire. It contains Council’s vision for open
space, outlines the principles and hierarchy that will guide the future provision of open space and makes specific recommendations about existing open space
in the established townships and open space in Mitchell’s growth areas.
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The Document makes a number of recommendations about active reserves which are relevant to the ICSIP. These are:
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

Develop a sports precinct at the Broadford Leisure Centre and seek agreement from the Broadford Secondary College to share facilities with the College.
Improvements may include a new multiuse oval with facilities for baseball, soccer, junior sport and training and improved drainage for the school oval
Remove the netball courts from JJ Clancy Reserve in Kilmore and rehabilitate as a social/family space
Seek opportunities in Kilmore to secure land for a new active recreation reserve to provide for football, athletics cricket and lawn bowls
Make the following improvements at Chittick Park – upgrade the skate park and improve the floodlighting
Make the following improvements to Kings Park – remove obsolete buildings, upgrade the pavilion and floodlighting, install shelter over the rider’s platform
for the Riding for Disabled Group, provide a clubroom for the little athletics club and construct a second netball court
Expand and resurface the outdoor netball/tennis court area at Tooborac Recreation Reserve
Make provision for active recreation reserves in the Beveridge and Wallan development areas
Define the future role of the Beveridge Recreation Reserve
Develop an alternative sports precinct in Wallan where new tennis courts are to be developed. Decommission the tennis courts in Hadfield Park when
these courts are provided
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State Government/Agencies/Council

Growth Corridor Plans – Sections 2-3:
Principles Underpinning the Growth Corridor
Plans

This Document outlines the broad and specific planning principles that have been applied in the preparation of the Growth Corridor Plans and should guide the
production of Precinct Structure Plans. The principles that have relevance to community infrastructure provision are as follows:
− Major Town Centres will serve catchments of 20,000 – 60,000 people. They could accommodate a wide range of community, health and education
facilities
− Principal Town Centres will serve a catchment in the order of 100,000+. They will be the be the primary location for regional scale recreation facilities

Growth Corridor Plans – Section 5:
Melbourne North Growth Corridor Plan

This Plan sets the strategic directions for future urban development in the Melbourne North Corridor. It indicates:
− The areas suitable for urban development and the broad form of development (residential, industrial, commercial mixed use, town centre) that is
appropriate for each area
− The areas of high environmental and landscape value that must be protected from development
− The open space network that will provide for the recreation needs of the Growth Corridor’s communities and protect important natural features and
environmental values
The directions in the Plan that have relevance for community infrastructure provision in the Corridor are as follows:
− Developing a principal town centre at Donnybrook and major town centres at Wollert, West Beveridge and Mickleham
− Providing regional open space at the following potential locations – the open space buffer which separates northern edge of the growth corridor and
Wallan, adjacent to Merri Creek south of the Donnybrook Principal Town Centre and the Kalkallo Retarding Basin

Lockerbie, Lockerbie North and Merrifield
West PSP, DCP and Community
Infrastructure Assessments

The PSPs and DCPs provide frameworks for the development of the PSP areas and list the community that should be provided in the areas. The Community
Infrastructure Assessment describes in more detail the recommended community infrastructure details the standards used to determine the infrastructure
requirements.

Epping North Local Structure Plan
Aurora Development Plan (Part 1 and 2)
Epping North East Structure Plan
Harvest Home Local Structure Plan
Epping North Recreation Needs Assessment
Epping North Road Map

These documents provide development frameworks for the Epping North Strategic Plan Area and the individual precincts with the Area. The documents outline
the community infrastructure that is required to cater for the Epping North Precinct and the preferred location of this infrastructure.
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Appendix B – Facility Models for Council Provided Facilities
Activity

Provision Ratio

EARLY YEARS SERVICES
M&CH service
1 session: 13 infants
1 consulting room:
130 infants

Facility Models for Council Provided Facilities (based on best practice research and other Council service models)
Setting and hierarchy

Floor/land area

Elements/fields

Catchment population

Population trigger

A facility with a minimum of 2 consulting rooms within an early years
hub/community centre, community health centre or major shopping
centre which is accessibly located in its catchment area. The centre
could also be at a primary school if integrated with a kindergarten.

120sqms

2 consulting rooms
An interview room
A waiting/program room
Kitchen area
Amenities
Storage facility

2 room facility - 16,000
people

1st room - 2,000 people
2nd room – 7,000 people
However, it is likely that
the 2 rooms would be
provided at the same
time.

3yo kindergarten

1 room for every 4
year old rooms

A licensed room within an early years hub/community centres. The
3yo program will share rooms with the 4yo program until demand
warrants the provision of a 3rd room for the 3yo program.

120sqms

33 place room
Amenities
Storage
Play area

3rd room – 12,000
people

3rd room: 10,000 people

4yo kindergarten

1 room: 66 children
aged 4 years

A minimum of 2 licensed rooms within an early years hub/community
centre. A smaller facility (e.g. 1 room facility) may be provided if the
development area is small and/or bounded by significant barriers.
The centre should be accessibly located in its local catchment area.
The centre could be at a primary school.

Early years entre/
community centre –
1ha
Single room centre 0.25ha

2X33 place rooms
Kitchen
Staff areas
Amenities
Storage
Play area

Single or 1st room: 4,000
people
2nd room: 8,000 people

Single or 1st room: 2,000
people
2nd room: 6,000 people

Other demand
(25%) to be met by
non-Council
providers
Occasional
childcare

1 room: 1564
children aged 0-6
years

A licensed room within an early years centre/community hub,
recreation centre, neighbourhood house or community art centre.

See 3yo kindergarten

33 place room
Amenities
Storage
Play area

3rd room – 12,000
people

3rd room: 10,000 people

Playgroups

1 session: 50
children aged 0-3
years

Access to activity spaces within an early years centre/community
centre, recreation centre, sports pavilion, community arts centre
and/or neighbourhood house.

-

Activities room
Kitchen
Amenities
Storage
Play area

1 room – 12,000 people

1 room – 2,000 people

Each PSP area should have a hierarchy of spaces ranging from large
rooms (300 people capacity – standing) through to small meeting
rooms for 10 people. The spaces could be located at early years
centres/community centres, arts facilities, recreation centres, schools,
churches, sports pavilions, civic building etc
The spaces should be accessibly located throughout the development
areas and be suitable for use by all age groups.

Various – 20sqms 300sqms

Activity spaces of various sizes
Kitchen
Storage
Amenities area
Outdoor area

-

A community room
should be provided as
early as possible in the
development

Activity areas
Consulting rooms
Rehearsal rooms
Kitchen
Amenities area
Outdoor area

Major facility –
municipal population
Other facility – 40,000
people

For municipal facility –
50,000 people
For district facility 2,000 people

10,000 people

2,000 people

COMMUNITY AND CULTURAL
SERVICES
Community
20sqms:1,000
meetings /
people
activities

Youth
Activities

1 resource centre:
municipality
1 multiuse space:
40,000 people

Dedicated municipal level resource centre located in prominent
commercial/community hub complemented by smaller spaces at
community centres, arts centres, recreation centres or sports
pavilions that are suitable for youth activities

0.5ha for municipal
level facility
80-120sqms for other
facility

Disability and
aged services
programs

1 multi-use space:
10,000 people

Activity spaces that are suitable for aged/ disability programs and
groups at community centres

80-120sqms
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Consulting rooms

Activity

Provision Ratio

Facility Models for Council Provided Facilities (based on best practice research and other Council service models)
Setting and hierarchy

Floor/land area

Elements/fields

Catchment population

Population trigger

Men’s shed

1 shed: 60,000
people

Dedicated space located with a community centre

0.1ha

Workshop areas
Kitchen

60,000 people

5,000 people

Community
Centre/
Neighbourhood
house

1 facility: 40,000
people

Dedicated facility located with a community centre or as a stand-alone
building or complex which is prominently located within the
development area
This may include space for groups such as U3A, training agencies,
visiting service providers, etc.

0.2ha if with a
community centre
0.3ha if stand-alone

Offices
Classrooms/art area
Activity/meeting spaces
Licensed children’s room
Consulting rooms

40,000 people

5,000 people

Non-government
agencies

1 facility: 100,000
people

Dedicated space in a commercial/community hub which is
prominently located within the development area. Could be integrated
with a community centre or community health centre

0.25ha
400sqms

Offices
Activity/meeting spaces
Consulting rooms

60,000 people

10,000 people

Planned Activity
Group facility

1 facility: 60,000
people

Dedicated space located within community activity centre

200sqms

Activities room
Kitchen/Office

60,000 people

20,000 people

Library

1 library: 60,000
people
35sqms:1,000
people

Dedicated library facility in a prominent community, commercial hub
or recreation bub. Could be integrated with other
community/recreation facilities.

1.5-2ha
Could be less if facility
is multi-storey

Offices
Book storage areas
Reading, IT and study areas
Children’s activity space
Meeting rooms
Social area/café space

60,000 people

20,000 people

Community arts

1 centre: 100,000
people

Dedicated arts facility in a prominent location complemented by multipurpose spaces at community activities centres that can be used for
arts activities. The dedicated space could be standalone or integrated
with other facilities. It could be located at an education facility.

0.5ha

Offices, wet and dry studio spaces
Exhibition/small performance area
Meeting rooms

60,000 people

30,000 people

Performing arts

Municipal level
facility – 150,000350,000 people
Other
1 space: 60,000
people

Dedicated municipal level centre located in prominent
commercial/community/civic hub complemented by other spaces at
community activity centres or schools

Municipal – 3ha
District – 0.5ha

Theatres
Changerooms
Offices
Function room
Activities space
Kitchen amenities

Municipal – 350,000
people
District – 60,000 people

100,000 people
30,000 people

Civic/events
space

1 space: 60,000
people

A flat outdoor space which has access to services, public toilets and
carparking. Spaces could be part of an active/passive reserve or
passive open space. Should have a sufficient buffer to houses.

6ha

Level grassed area
Access to services
Access to toilets

60,000 people

20,000 people

Community
garden

1 garden: 10,000
people
100m2 – 1,000
people

A dedicated area of around 0.1ha. The garden could have multiple
settings – e.g. located within an active or passive reserve, adjacent to
a community centre or neighbourhood house or near a school. The
garden should have access to kitchen facilities

0.1ha

Level area
Shed and shelter
Access to toilets, kitchen

10,000 people

2,000 people
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Facility models for Council provided facilities
Setting and hierarchy

Floor/land area

Elements/fields

Catchment population

Population trigger

Active recreation reserve capable of accommodating at least 2 senior
size playing fields, associated infrastructure and an appropriate buffer
to surrounding properties. One field venues may be provided if the
development area is small and/or bounded by significant barriers.
Junior size oval/s could be provided if Council determines that venues
will be permanently assigned for junior sport. The pavilions have at
least two change areas per oval, umpires’ rooms, social areas, first
aid room, kiosk/kitchen, officials’ room, externally accessible toilets,
storage etc. The change and amenities areas are designed so that
they are suitable for male and female use.
If a development area has a population size of 30,000-50,000 (or
smaller if a separate township), at least one of football venues is
developed to a higher standard.
For single and 2 field venues: Centrally and prominently located in
local catchment area, preferably near schools and/or activity centres
and in sites which are accessible to residential areas but where the
impact on residential amenity is minimized.
For higher standard facility: Centrally and prominently located within
the development area, preferably in a regional recreation precinct
which accommodates a number of sports. The pavilion will have
meeting space areas suitable for general community use.

Single oval – 4-5ha
2 oval venue – 8ha
Higher standard
venue – 10ha

Playing fields:
Min:160mX140m
Irrigated, drained and lit
Suitable grasses for football

Single: 6,000 people
2 oval: 12,000 people
Higher standard facility 30,000-50,000

Oval 1 and pavilion at
3,000 people
Oval 2 at 7,000 people

Active recreation reserve capable of accommodating the equivalent of
4 full size senior size fields, associated infrastructure and an
appropriate buffer to surrounding properties and roads.
The size and configuration of the fields may vary. For a senior venue,
full size fields are provided. For a junior/senior venue, a mix of senior,
medium and small fields for small sided games are provided. Some
single field venues at schools may be used for community soccer. In
the main, the fields are dedicated to soccer. Some may be used for
lower grade senior and junior cricket with the pitch in the gap between
2 parallel soccer fields
The pavilion has at least 2 change areas per field, social rooms,
umpires rooms, first aid room, official rooms, externally accessible
toilets etc. The pavilion and playing fields comply with Football
Federation Victoria’s Design Specifications. The change and
amenities areas are designed so that they are suitable for male and
female use.
A higher quality venue is provided if the population of the
development area is 30000-50000 people.
For 2 and 4 field sites: Centrally and prominently located within the
local catchment area. Preferably sited near schools and/or activity
centres and in sites which are accessible to residential areas but
where the impact on residential amenity is minimized
For higher standard facility: Centrally and prominently located within
the development area, preferably in a regional recreation precinct
which accommodates a number of sports. The pavilion will have
meeting space areas suitable for general community use.

2 field – 4-5ha
4 fields – 8-10ha
Higher standard
venue – 12ha

2 fields: 10,000 people
3rd and 4th field: 20,000
people
Higher standard facility 30,000-50,000 people

Fields 1 and 2 and
pavilion at 3,000 people
Fields 3 and 4 field at
12,000 people

RECREATION
Australian rules
football

Soccer

1 oval:6,000 people

1:4,800 people for
grass fields
1: 12000-15000
people for synthetic
fields

Note: smaller size fields may be
allowed if the fields are to be
permanently allocated as a junior
field.

Playing fields:
Min:100mX65m for senior fields
Irrigated, drained and lit
Suitable grasses for soccer
Suitable synthetic surface for
soccer

Note: smaller size fields may be
considered if permanently allocated
for junior and small sided games
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Cricket

Provision ratio

1 field:4,800 people

Facility models for Council provided facilities
Setting and hierarchy

Floor/land area

Elements/fields

Catchment population

Population trigger

Active recreation reserve capable of accommodating at least 2 senior
size playing fields, associated infrastructure and an appropriate buffer
to surrounding properties. One field venues may be provided if the
development area is small and/or bounded by significant barriers.
Junior size oval/s could be provided if Council determines that venues
will be permanently assigned for junior sport.
The pavilions have at least two change areas per oval, umpires’
rooms, social areas, first aid room, kiosk/kitchen, official rooms,
externally accessible toilets, storage etc. The change and amenities
areas are designed so that they are suitable for women.
If a development area has a population size of 30,000-50,000 (or
smaller if a separate township), at least one of the cricket venues is
developed to a higher standard.
For single and 2 field venues – Centrally and prominently located in
local catchment area, preferably near schools and/or activity centres
and in sites which are accessible to residential areas.
For higher standard facility – centrally and prominently located within
the development area, preferably in a regional recreation precinct
which accommodates number of sports. The pavilion could have
meeting space areas suitable for general community use.

Single oval – 4-5ha
2 oval venue – 8ha
Higher standard
venue – 10ha

Playing fields:
Min:150mX130m
Irrigated, drained and lit
Suitable grasses for football

Single: 4,800 people
2 oval: 9,600 people
Higher standard facility 30,000-50,000 people

Oval 1 and pavilion at
3,000 people
Oval 2 at 7,000 people

Note: smaller size fields may be
considered if permanently allocated
as a junior field.

Outdoor tennis

1 court : 4,000
people

A venue with 8-12 lit courts, a clubhouse and carparking. A submunicipal or municipal level venue could be provided in addition to the
8-12 court facility. This venue could accommodate between 20-24
courts and serve a catchment area of 150,000 people+. The tennis
venues would be prominently located, preferably near other sporting
facilities, schools and/or activity centres and in situations which are
accessible to residential areas but where the impact on residential
amenity is minimized.
For 8-12 court facilities: Centrally and prominently located in local
catchment area, preferably near schools and/or activity centres and in
sites which are accessible to residential areas.
For higher standard facility: Centrally and prominently located within
the development area, preferably in a regional recreation precinct
which accommodates a number of sports. The pavilion could have
meeting space areas suitable for general community use.

12 court facility: 1.5ha
14-24 court facility:
1.8-4ha

Courts
24mX11m
Synthetic grass, synthetic clay,
clays or acrylic resin surfaces
Irrigated, drained, lit and suitably
fenced

8-12 court facility 32,000-48,000 people
20-24 court facility –
100,000 +people

4 courts and pavilion –
12,000 people
Additional 4 courts –
24,000 people
Additional 2 to 4 courts 30,000 of 40,000 people

Outdoor bowls

1 green: 10,000
people

A venue with 2-4 lit greens, a club house and carparking. Centrally
and prominently located within the development area, preferably in a
regional recreation precinct which accommodates a number of sports.
The clubhouse could have meeting space areas suitable for general
community use.

4 green facility:1.75ha

Greens
20mX40m
Synthetic grass or
Grass

2 green facility – 20,000
people
4 green facility –
30,000 people

1 green and pavilion 8,000 people
2nd green – 16,000
people
3rd green - 24,000
people
4th green – 32,000
people

Athletics

1: 150,000 people

Venue with a lit synthetic track, field events areas, pavilion (suitable
for male and female athletes), spectator viewing areas, social area
etc; carparking; and associated infrastructure. The facility typically
serves a municipal population.
Centrally and prominently located within the region served by the
facility, preferably in a recreation precinct which accommodates a
number of sports. The clubhouse could have meeting space areas
suitable for general community use.

5ha

Track
Synthetic track
Field events area

150,000 people

80,000 people
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Facility models for Council provided facilities
Setting and hierarchy

Floor/land area

Elements/fields

Catchment population

Population trigger

Baseball/softball

1 facility- 150,000
people

A venue with 5 fields – 7 fields (2 lit); an extensive pavilion with
multiple change rooms (suitable for women), social area etc.; car
parking; and associated infrastructure.
Centrally and prominently located within the region served by the
facility, preferably in a recreation precinct which accommodates a
number of sports. The pavilion could have meeting space areas
suitable for general community use.

7 fields – 9ha

Fields
V shaped field with distances along
foul lines to outfield boundaries –
min 98m and from the back of the
cage behind the batter to the midpoint of the outfield boundary (min
140M)
2 lit fields
En-tout cas and grass infields
Grass outfields

125,000 people

3 fields and pavilion 50,000 people
Additional 2 fields –
80,000 people
Additional 2 fields 110,0000 people

Hockey

1: 300,000

Venue with a 2 fields (both synthetic and lit); a pavilion with 4 change
rooms (suitable for male and female players), social area etc.; car
parking; and associated infrastructure. The facility typically serves a
municipal population.
Centrally and prominently located within the region served by the
facility, preferably in a recreation precinct which accommodates a
number of sports.

3.5ha

Fields
2 lit and fenced synthetic grass
fields
91mX55m

150,000 people

1st field and pavilion –
80,000
2nd field -120,000

Cycling –
combined
Velodrome
BMX
Criterium
facilities

1: 500,000

Venue with a velodrome, criterion track, BMX track, pavilion (suitable
for male and female cyclists), social area etc.; car parking; and
associated infrastructure. The facility typically serves a regional
population.

8ha

Elements
250m loop velodrome
1000m loop criterium circuit
350 BMX track

500,000 people

300,000 people

Rugby

1: 300,000

Venue with a 4 lit fields, a pavilion with 6 change rooms (suitable for
male and female players), social area etc.; car parking; and
associated infrastructure. The facility typically serves a municipal
population.
Centrally and prominently located within the region served by the
facility, preferably in a recreation precinct which accommodates a
number of sports.

8ha

Fields
4 lit fields
100mX68m

300,000 people

2 fields and pavilion
150,000
3rd field at 250,000

Lacrosse

1: 300,000

Venue with a 4 lit fields, a pavilion with 6 change rooms (suitable for
male and female players), social area etc.; car parking; and
associated infrastructure. The facility typically serves a municipal
population.
Centrally and prominently located within the region served by the
facility, preferably in a recreation precinct which accommodates a
number of sports.

8ha

Fields
4 lit fields, 1 could be synthetic
100mX55m

300,000 people

2 fields and pavilion
150,000
3rd field at 250,000

Centrally and prominently located within the region served by the
facility, preferably in a recreation precinct which accommodates a
number of sports.
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Facility models for Council provided facilities
Setting and hierarchy

Floor/land area

Elements/fields

Catchment population

Population trigger

Indoor sports
(basketball,
netball,
volleyball,
badminton,
indoor soccer
etc)

1: 7,500

Hierarchy of facilities which includes a higher order 6 court
multipurpose venue complemented by 2 court venues if suitable for
local competition arrangements.
The higher order facility is located within the major recreation precinct
(could also be on a school site) and is near or integrated with
complementary facilities e.g. indoor aquatic/fitness centre, sports
fields, primary schools, education facilities, sub-municipal tennis
venues, sub-municipal bowls club etc. The 2 court venues are located
in recreation reserves or school sites in positions which are
accessible to residential areas but where the impact on residential
amenity is minimized. The facilities are appropriately sized to cater for
the range of popular indoor sports including indoor soccer

3ha for higher order
venues
2ha for lower order
venue

Higher order
6 courts
Change areas, toilets and admin
areas
Off street car parking
Lower order
2 courts
Change areas, toilets and admin
areas
Off street car parking

Higher order- 60,000
people
Lower order 20,000
people

Courts 1 and 2 at
10,000 people
Courts 3 and 4 at
25,000 people
Courts 5-6 at 45,000
people

Aquatic/fitness
activities

1: 60,000 people

Multifunctional facilities that may comprise a number of water spaces,
weights training areas, health and fitness spaces, sports medicine
facilities, meeting areas, child minding and/or café areas. One facility
across the municipality may be developed to a higher level. This
facility is supported by less complex facilities at the sub-municipal
level.
The facilities are located in major recreation precincts and are near or
attached to complementary facilities e.g. multi-purpose courts, sports
fields etc.

2-3ha

Elements could include:
• 50m program pool with movable
boom and/or 25m program pool
• Free form leisure pool, warm
water pool, toddlers’ pool
• Waterslides, water features,
splash park etc.
• Spa, sauna and steam room,
• Fully equipped gymnasium,
cardio theatre
• Flexible group activity rooms
• Consulting suites for
complementary health and wellbeing providers (e.g. masseurs)
• Function/training rooms
• Child minding space (licensed for
occasional care)
• Café, social areas including
members’ room
• Change rooms,
foyer/administration areas
• Large car park

60,000 people

25,000 people

Exercise/
movement
activities
(dance,
gymnastics etc)

Gymnastics venue –
1:500,000

Exercise and movement activities are catered for in indoor recreation
centres, activity spaces at multipurpose centre, school recreation
centres, church halls etc. A dedicated facility for gymnastics may be
provided within a higher order recreation centre or integrated with one
of the smaller facilities.

0.8ha

Dedicated spaces for gymnastics
Other spaces within existing
facilities

-

-
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Appendix C – Quantitative Assessment of Projected Service/Facility Demand at Full Development
Community Infrastructure
Category

Provision Ratio

Source

Greater
Wallan

Beveridge and Surrounds
Mandalay

Total

Estimated Population

35,000

Beveridge
Central
4,433

5,740

Lockerbie
Nth
13,852

Beveridge
Nth East
8,498

Beveridge
Nth West
23,291

Beveridge
Sth West
24,652

Estimated dwellings

12,500

1,583

2,050

4,947

3,035

8,318

8,804

115,466
41,238

Net developable area (ha)

830

105

135

329

201

555

585

2740

GAA Precinct Structure Planning Guidelines

83.0

10.5

13.5

32.9

20.1

55.5

58.5

274

GAA Precinct Structure Planning Guidelines

49.8

6.3

8.1

19.7

12.1

33.3

35.1

164.4

GAA Precinct Structure Planning Guidelines

33.2

4.2

5.4

13.2

8.0

22.2

23.4

109.6

Local park

10% of Net Developable
Area
6% of Net Developable
Area
4% of Net Developable
Area
1ha per 1,000 people

Standard applied in most growth areas

52.5

6.6

8.6

20.8

12.7

34.9

37.0

173.1

Local active open space based
on population
Regional active open space

1.50 hectares per 1,000
people
13ha per 30,000 people

GAA Precinct Structure Planning Guidelines

21.0

2.7

3.4

8.3

5.1

14.0

14.8

69.3

Planning for Growth Area Communities:
Standards Project (April 2008)

15.2

1.9

2.5

6.0

3.7

10.1

10.7

50.1

Indoor multipurpose court

1 court per 7,500 people

4.7

0.6

0.8

1.8

1.1

3.1

3.3

15.4

Indoor recreation centre (land)

1ha per 12,000 people

Provision standard applied in Beveridge
Central PSP Community infrastructure
Assessment
GAA Precinct Structure Planning Guidelines

2.9

0.4

0.5

1.2

0.7

1.9

2.1

9.7

Council aquatic/leisure centre

1 centre per 60,000
people
1 centre per 500,000
people
1 centre per 500,000
people

ASR Research Guideline based on existing
Melbourne Metropolitan provision levels
ASR Research proposed standard in the
absence of a Whittlesea Standard
ASR Research proposed standard in the
absence of a Whittlesea Standard

0.6

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.1

0.4

0.4

1.9

0.07

0.01

0.01

0.03

0.02

0.05

0.05

0.24

0.07

0.01

0.01

0.03

0.02

0.05

0.05

0.24

Cricket field

1 oval per 4,800 people

7.3

0.9

1.2

2.9

1.8

4.9

5.1

24.1

Football oval

1 oval per 6,000 people

5.8

0.7

1.0

2.3

1.4

3.9

4.1

19.2

Lawn bowls green

1 green per 10,000
people

3.5

0.4

0.6

1.4

0.8

2.3

2.5

11.5

Outdoor netball court

1 court per 5,000 people

Provision standard applied in Beveridge
Central PSP Community infrastructure
Assessment
Provision standard applied in Beveridge
Central PSP Community infrastructure
Assessment
Provision standard applied in Beveridge
Central PSP Community infrastructure
Assessment
Provision standard applied in Beveridge
Central PSP Community infrastructure
Assessment

7.0

0.9

1.1

2.8

1.7

4.7

4.9

23.1

Soccer field

1 field per 5,000 people

Provision standard applied in Beveridge
Central PSP Community infrastructure
Assessment

7.0

0.9

1.1

2.8

1.7

4.7

4.9

23.1

Unencumbered Open Space

All local open space
Local active open space
Local passive open space

Recreation
Indoor facilities

Gymnastics venue
Table tennis venue
Outdoor Sports
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Community Infrastructure
Category

Provision Ratio

Source

Greater
Wallan

Beveridge and Surrounds

Estimated Population

35,000

Beveridge
Central
4,433

5,740

Lockerbie
Nth
13,852

Estimated dwellings

12,500

1,583

2,050

4,947

3,035

8,318

8,804

41,238

Net developable area (ha)

830

105

135

329

201

555

585

2740

Standard applied in Wollert PSP Community
infrastructure Assessment
Standard applied in Wollert PSP Community
infrastructure Assessment
Standard applied in Wollert PSP Community
infrastructure Assessment
Standard applied in Wollert PSP Community
infrastructure Assessment
Standard applied in Wollert PSP Community
infrastructure Assessment
Standard applied in Wollert PSP Community
infrastructure Assessment
Standard applied in Wollert PSP Community
infrastructure Assessment
Standard applied in Wollert PSP Community
infrastructure Assessment
Standard applied in Wollert PSP Community
infrastructure Assessment
Standard applied in Wollert PSP Community
infrastructure Assessment
Standard applied in Wollert PSP Community
infrastructure Assessment
Standard applied in Wollert PSP Community
infrastructure Assessment

8.8

1.1

1.4

3.5

2.1

5.8

6.2

28.9

1.2

0.1

0.2

0.5

0.3

0.8

0.8

3.9

0.2

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.2

0.8

0.23

0.03

0.04

0.09

0.06

0.16

0.16

0.77

0.12

0.01

0.02

0.05

0.03

0.08

0.08

0.39

0.12

0.01

0.02

0.05

0.03

0.08

0.08

0.39

0.12

0.01

0.02

0.05

0.03

0.08

0.08

0.39

0.07

0.01

0.01

0.03

0.02

0.05

0.05

0.24

0.07

0.01

0.01

0.03

0.02

0.05

0.05

0.24

0.07

0.01

0.01

0.03

0.02

0.05

0.05

0.24

0.07

0.01

0.01

0.03

0.02

0.05

0.05

0.24

0.07

0.01

0.01

0.03

0.02

0.05

0.05

0.24

1 park within 500m of
each household
1 park with 2km of each
household

Standard applied in most growth areas

10

2

2

4

3

7

7

35

Standard applied in most growth areas

5

1

1

2

2

4

4

19

1 playground within
500m of each
household
1 playground with 2km
of each household

Standard applied in most growth areas

10

2

2

4

3

7

7

35

Standard applied in most growth areas

5

1

1

2

2

4

4

19

Number of enrolments in 4
year old kindergarten in
Council facilities

75% of all eligible
children

Standard based on actual attendances in
Mitchell Shire

488

70

91

220

135

369

391

1764

Council 4yo kindergarten room

One 33 place room for
every 66 children aged
4 years
40% of 4yo attendances

Standard based on actual provision in Mitchell
Shire

7.5

1.1

1.4

3.4

2.1

5.7

6.0

27.2

Standard based on actual attendances in
Mitchell Shire

260

38

49

117

72

197

209

942

Tennis court

1 court per 4,000 people

Skate venue

1 venue per 30,000
people
1 venue per 150,000
people
1 venue per 150,000
people
1 venue per 300,000
people
1 venue per 300,000
people
1 venue per 300,000
people
1 venue per 500,000
people
1 venue per 500,000
people
1 course per 500,000
people
1 course per 500,000
people
1 venue per 500,000
people

Softball/baseball venue (7
fields)
Athletics track (all weather)
Rugby venue (3 fields)
Hockey venue (2 fields)
Equestrian venue
Lacrosse venue (3 fields)
Velodrome
Criterium course
Mountain bike course
BMX facility

Mandalay

Total
Beveridge
Nth East
8,498

Beveridge
Nth West
23,291

Beveridge
Sth West
24,652

115,466

Parks

Local park
District park
Playgrounds

Local playground

District playground
Early years

Number of enrolments in 3yo
kindergarten in Council
facilities
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Community Infrastructure
Category

Provision Ratio

Source

Greater
Wallan

Beveridge and Surrounds

Estimated Population

35,000

Beveridge
Central
4,433

5,740

Lockerbie
Nth
13,852

Estimated dwellings

12,500

1,583

2,050

4,947

3,035

8,318

8,804

41,238

Net developable area (ha)

830

105

135

329

201

555

585

2740

One 22 place room per
110 enrolments
1 session per 13
children aged 0 years
1 room per 130 children
aged 0 years
1 place per 5.9 children
aged 0-6 years
1 place per 48 children
aged 0-6 years

Standard based on actual attendances in
Mitchell Shire
Standard applied in most growth areas

3.0

0.4

0.6

1.3

0.8

2.2

2.4

10.7

42.7

6.3

8.1

19.6

12.0

32.9

34.8

156.4

Standard applied in most growth areas

4.3

0.6

0.8

2.0

1.2

3.3

3.5

15.7

Standard based on actual provision rates in
Mitchell Shire
Standard based on actual provision
Melbourne Metropolitan area

633

91

117

283

174

476

504

2278

91

13

17

41

25

68

72

327

Community meeting space

1sqm per 50 people

700

89

115

277

170

466

493

2310

Outreach/visiting services
venue
Neighbourhood House

1 venue per 60,000
people
1 house per 40,000
people
1 centre per 60,000
people
1 space per 40,000
people
1 library per 60,000
people
35sqm per 1,000 people

Standard applied in Wollert PSP Community
infrastructure Assessment
Standard applied in Wollert PSP Community
infrastructure Assessment
Standard applied in Wollert PSP Community
infrastructure Assessment
Planning for CI In Growth Area Communities:
Standards Project (April 2008)
Standard applied in Wollert PSP Community
infrastructure Assessment
Planning for CI In Growth Area Communities:
Standards Project (April 2008)
People Places: A guide for public library
buildings in NSW
Standard applied in Wollert PSP Community
infrastructure Assessment
Standard applied by Maribyrnong City Council
in greenfield development areas e.g. former
Defence Site
Standard applied in Wollert PSP Community
infrastructure Assessment
Standard applied in Wollert PSP Community
infrastructure Assessment
Standard applied in Wollert PSP Community
infrastructure Assessment

0.6

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.1

0.4

0.4

1.9

0.9

0.1

0.1

0.3

0.2

0.6

0.6

2.8

0.6

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.1

0.4

0.4

1.9

0.9

0.1

0.1

0.3

0.2

0.6

0.6

2.8

0.6

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.1

0.4

0.4

1.9

1225

155

201

485

300

815

862

4043

1.8

0.2

0.3

0.7

0.4

1.2

1.3

5.8

3500

443

574

1385

850

2329

2465

11546

0.6

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.1

0.4

0.4

1.9

0.6

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.1

0.4

0.4

1.9

0.24

0.02

0.04

0.1

0.06

0.16

0.16

0.78

Standard applied in Wollert PSP Community
infrastructure Assessment
Based on Mitchell 2011 ABS Census Data

0.6

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.1

0.4

0.4

1.9

3,359

474

614

1481

908

2,490

2,635

11,961

Based on Mitchell 2011 ABS Census Data

1,012

143

185

446

274

750

794

3604

Catholic Education Office

2.5

0.3

0.4

1.0

0.6

1.7

1.8

8.3

Council 3yo kindergarten room
M&CH session
M&CH consulting room
Long day childcare place
Occasional childcare place

Mandalay

Total
Beveridge
Nth East
8,498

Beveridge
Nth West
23,291

Beveridge
Sth West
24,652

115,466

Community Facilities

Planned activity group centre
Youth services space
Library facility
Library floor space
Community garden (garden)
2

Community garden (m )

Men’s shed
Community arts facility
Performing arts facility

1 garden per 20,000
people
100m2 per 1,000 people

1 shed per 60,000
people
1 facility per 60,000
people
1 facility per 150,000
people

Education

Government special school
Government primary enrolment
Catholic primary enrolment
Catholic primary school

1 school per 60,000
people
73% of 5-11 year old
population
22.0% of 5-11 year old
population
1 school per 5,000
dwellings
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Community Infrastructure
Category

Government primary school
Government secondary
enrolment
Catholic secondary enrolment
Catholic secondary school
Government secondary school
Police & Emergency
Services
CFA site

Ambulance site
SES site
Police station site
Law court complex

Provision Ratio

Source

Greater
Wallan

Beveridge and Surrounds
Mandalay

Total

Estimated Population

35,000

Beveridge
Central
4,433

5,740

Lockerbie
Nth
13,852

Beveridge
Nth East
8,498

Beveridge
Nth West
23,291

Beveridge
Sth West
24,652

Estimated dwellings

12,500

1,583

2,050

4,947

3,035

8,318

8,804

115,466
41,238

Net developable area (ha)

830

105

135

329

201

555

585

2740

1 school per 3,000
dwellings
60.0% of 12-17 year old
population
30.0% % of 12-17 year
old population
1 school per 15,000
dwellings
1 school per 9,000
dwellings

Department of Education & Early Childhood
Development
Based on Mitchell 2011 ABS Census Data

4.2

0.5

0.7

1.6

1.0

2.8

2.9

13.7

2,059

258

334

807

495

1,357

1,436

6,746

Based on Mitchell 2011 ABS Census Data

1,029

129

167

404

248

679

718

3,374

Melbourne Catholic Education Office

0.83

0.11

0.14

0.33

0.20

0.55

0.59

2.75

Department of Education & Early Childhood
Development

1.4

0.2

0.2

0.5

0.3

0.9

1.0

4.5

Radius of max 15
minutes response time

Country Fire Authority

0.9

0.1

0.1

0.3

0.2

0.6

0.6

2.8

Radius of max 15
minutes response time
1 site per 100,000
people
1 site per 100,000
people
1 complex per 400,000
people

Ambulance Victoria

0.9

0.1

0.1

0.3

0.2

0.6

0.6

2.8

SES Victoria

0.35

0.04

0.06

0.14

0.08

0.23

0.25

1.15

Victoria Police

0.35

0.04

0.06

0.14

0.08

0.23

0.25

1.15

Department of Justice

0.09

0.01

0.01

0.03

0.02

0.06

0.06

0.28

3.8 beds per 1,000
people
2.3 beds per 1,000
people
1 site per 60,000 people

AIHW, 2010. Australian hospital statistics
2008–09. AIHW cat. No. HSE 84
AIHW, 2010. Australian hospital statistics
2008–09. AIHW cat. No. HSE 84
Planning for CI In Growth Area Communities:
Standards Project (April 2008)
Draft GAA Heath and Aged Care benchmarks
Draft Corridor Plan: Melbourne North
Draft GAA Heath and Aged Care benchmarks

133

17

22

53

32

89

94

440

81

10

13

32

20

54

57

267

0.6

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.1

0.4

0.4

1.9

0.07

0.01

0.01

0.03

0.02

0.05

0.05

0.24

COW Social and Affordable Housing Policy
and Strategy 2012-2016
COW Social and Affordable Housing Policy
and Strategy 2012-2016

1,250

158

205

495

304

832

880

4,124

625

79

103

247

152

416

440

2,062

Australian Government Planning Ratio (2007)

163

15

19

47

29

79

83

435

Actual provision rate in Australia in 2012

2.2

0.3

0.4

1.0

0.7

1.7

1.7

8

Health Services

Public and private hospital bed
Public hospital bed
Community health service/GP
super-clinic
Acute hospital

1 hospital per 500,000
people

Housing

Affordable housing

10% of dwellings

Social housing

5% of dwellings

Residential Aged Care

Residential care beds
Independent living village (100
unit)

88 beds per 1,000
people aged 70 years +
1 village: 1,270 people
aged 65+
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Appendix D – Population projections, Mitchell South Urban Growth Area and Mitchell Shire
Area

Population projections – Years
2013

2015

2017

2018

2020

2022

2024

2026

2028

2030

2032

2033

2034

2036

2038

2040

2042

2044

2046

2048

2050

2052

2054

Beveridge
and
Surrounds

1170

1794

2565

3667

5204

7295

9912

12708

15682

18481

21481

24481

27481

30481

35481

41481

47481

53481

59481

65481

71481

77481

80500

Wallan and
Surrounds

9874

11550

13674

15757

17749

19820

21880

24024

26071

28036

30036

32036

34036

35000

35000

35000

35000

35000

35000

35000

35000

35000

35000

Mitchell
South Urban
Growth Area

11044

13344

16239

19424

22953

27115

31792

36732

41753

46517

51517

56517

61517

65481

70481

76481

82481

88481

94481

100481

106481

112481

115500

Mitchell
Shire

37633

40663

44577

48824

53419

58401

63783

69282

74654

79646

84646

89646

94646

98610

103610

109610

115610

121610

127610

133610

139610

145610

148629
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Appendix E – Qualitative Assessment of Facility Needs at Full Development
Note: BC-Beveridge Central, LN-Lockerbie Nth, BNE-Ballarat North East, BNW-Ballarat North West, BSW-Ballarat South West
Services/Facilities

Mitchell South Urban Growth Area
Wallan and
BC
Mandalay
Surrounds

LN

BNE

BNW

BSW

Total

7.5

1.1

1.4

3.4

2.1

5.7

6.0

27.2

3.3

0.6

0.7

1.7

1.0

2.8

3

13.6

4.3

0.6

0.8

2.0

1.2

3.3

3.5

15.7

Assessment

Recommendations

Council’s preferred facility model for early years
services is an integrated centre with 3 licensed
kindergarten rooms (2X33 places for 4yo kinder and
1X22 places for 3yo kinder and occasional care), 2
consulting rooms for M&CH (if required), a consulting
room for visiting services and activities rooms for
playgroups and other early year groups. Council’s
minimum facility model is 2 licensed rooms, a
consulting room for visiting services and activities
rooms for playgroups and other early year groups.
Facility demand in the Mitchell South Urban Growth
Area will be as follows:
• Wallan and Surrounds– 11 licensed rooms and 4
M&CH consulting rooms
• Beveridge Central and Mandalay – 4 licensed
rooms and 2 M&CH consulting rooms
• Lockerbie Nth – 5 licensed rooms and 2 M&CH
consulting rooms
• Beveridge Nth East – 3 licensed rooms and 1
M&CH consulting rooms
• Beveridge Nth West – 8 licensed rooms and 4
M&CH consulting rooms
• Beveridge Sth West - 9 licensed rooms and 4
M&CH consulting rooms
Wallan and Surrounds will have 3 licensed rooms in
2014. Therefore 8 more rooms will be needed. 2
centres of 3 rooms and 1 of 2 rooms should be
provided. Wallan and Surrounds has 2 M&CH
consulting rooms. 2 more will be required.
The Beveridge Central PSP (Inc Mandalay)
Community Infrastructure Assessment recommends
the provision of 2 community centres in the PSP area.
One of these facilities should have 3 licensed rooms
and 2 M&CH rooms, the other should have 2 licensed
rooms.
The Lockerbie Nth PSP makes provision for 2
community centres. These centres will meet the facility
demand for Lockerbie Nth as described above.
Beveridge Nth East requires one centre with 3
licensed rooms and 2 consulting rooms for M&CH and
visiting services.
Beveridge Nth West requires 2 centres with 3 licensed
rooms and 2 M&CH consulting rooms and one centre
with 2 licensed rooms.
Beveridge Sth West requires 3 centres with 3 licensed
rooms and 2 centres with 2 M&CH consulting rooms.

Make provision for the following additional
facilities:
Wallan and Surrounds:
• 1 centre with 3 licensed rooms, 2 M&CH
consulting rooms, 1 consulting room for
visiting services and activities rooms for
early years groups
• 1 centre with 3 licensed rooms and
activities rooms for early years groups
• 1 centre with 2 licensed rooms and
activities rooms for early years groups
Beveridge Central:
• 1 centre with 3 licensed rooms, 2 M&CH
consulting rooms, 1 consulting room for
visiting services and activities rooms for
early years groups
• 1 centre with 2 licensed rooms and
activities rooms for early years groups
Lockerbie Nth:
• 1 centre with 3 licensed rooms, 2 M&CH
consulting rooms, 1 consulting room for
visiting services and activities rooms for
early years groups
• 1 centre with 2 licensed rooms and
activities rooms for early years groups
Beveridge Nth East:
• 1 centre with 3 licensed rooms, 2 M&CH
consulting rooms, 1 consulting room for
visiting services and activities rooms for
early years groups
Beveridge Nth West:
• 2 centres with 3 licensed rooms, 2 M&CH
consulting rooms, 1 consulting room for
visiting services and activities rooms for
early years groups
• 1 centre with 2 licensed rooms and
activities rooms for early years groups
Beveridge Sth West:
• 2 centres with 3 licensed rooms, 2 M&CH
consulting rooms, 1 consulting room for
visiting services and activities rooms for
early years groups
• 1 centre with 3 licensed rooms and
activities rooms for early years groups
The above facilities could be component
elements of community centres which also
include additional multipurpose/ activity rooms
suitable for use by other age groups (youth,
seniors, disability groups, etc).

Early years facilities

4yo kindergarten
rooms
3yo kindergarten
rooms
M&CH rooms

100

Services/Facilities

Mitchell South Urban Growth Area
Wallan and
BC
Mandalay
Surrounds
633
91
117

LN

BNE

BNW

BSW

Total

283

174

476

504

Government primary
school

4.2

0.5

0.7

1.6

1.0

2.8

Catholic primary
school

2.5

0.3

0.4

1.0

0.6

Catholic secondary
school

0.83

0.11

0.14

0.33

Government
secondary school

1.4

0.2

0.2

Government special
school

0.6

0.1

7.0

0.9

Long day child care
places

Assessment

Recommendations

2278

Council is not involved in the provision of childcare
facilities. It is anticipated that private and/or
community sector providers will meet this demand.

Meet demand through the private and/or
community sector

2.9

13.7

The quantitative assessment indicates that 13 schools
will be required in Mitchell South Urban Growth Area.
Wallan and Beveridge each have 1 school. The
Lockerbie Nth PSP makes provision for 2 primary
schools. The Beveridge Central PSP (Inc Mandalay)
Community Infrastructure Assessment recommends
the provision of 2 schools. 7 more schools will be
required – 3 in Wallan, 1 in Beveridge Nth East, 2 in
Beveridge Nth West and 2 in Beveridge Sth West

Make provision for following Government
Primary School in the Mitchell South Urban
Growth Area
• 4 schools in Wallan (including existing)
• 2 schools in Beveridge Central (replace
existing)
• 2 in Lockerbie Nth
• 1 in Beveridge Nth East
• 2 in Beveridge Nth West
• 2 in Beveridge Sth West

1.7

1.8

8.3

The quantitative assessment indicates that 8 schools
will be required in Mitchell South Urban Growth Area.
The CEO Schools Plan for the Northern Growth
Corridor make provision for 6 schools in the Mitchell
South Urban Growth Area – 1 in Wallan, 2 in
Lockerbie Nth, 1 in Beveridge Nth West and 2 in
Beveridge Sth West.

Make provision for 6 schools in the Mitchell
South Urban Growth Area - 1 in Wallan, 2 in
Lockerbie Nth, 1 in Beveridge Nth West and 2
in Beveridge Sth West

0.20

0.55

0.59

2.75

The quantitative assessment indicates that 3 catholic
secondary colleges will be required in the Mitchell
South Urban Growth Area. The CEO Schools Plan for
the Northern Growth Corridor makes provision for 1
school in Beveridge Sth West.

Make provision for a catholic secondary
college in Beveridge Sth West

0.5

0.3

0.9

1.0

4.5

The quantitative assessment indicates that 4
government secondary colleges will be required in the
Mitchell South Urban Growth Area. There is an
existing school in Wallan. 3 other will be required.
Suggested locations are Lockerbie Nth, Beveridge Sth
West and Beveridge Nth East.

Make provision for a government secondary
college in Beveridge North West, Beveridge
Sth West and Lockerbie Nth.

0.1

0.2

0.1

0.4

0.4

1.9

Provision should be made for at least 1 special school
in the Mitchell South Urban Growth Area

Make provision for a special school in
Beveridge Nth West.

1.1

2.8

1.7

4.7

4.9

23.1

2 outdoor netball courts should be provided at the
active recreation reserves that will be used for senior
football

Make provision for 2 netball courts at the
following reserves (see next item):
• Wallan – the 2 proposed active reserves
that will be used for football
• Beveridge Central - the proposed reserves
that will be used for football
• Lockerbie Nth - the 2 proposed active
reserves that will be used for football
• Beveridge Nth East - the proposed reserve
that will be used for football
• Beveridge Nth West - the 2 proposed
active reserves that will be used for football
• Beveridge Sth West - the 2 proposed

Education

Recreation facilities

Outdoor netball (court)
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Mitchell South Urban Growth Area
Wallan and
BC
Mandalay
Surrounds

Assessment
LN

BNE

BNW

BSW

Recommendations

Total

active reserves that will be used for football
Football/cricket ovals
Additional cricket fields

5.8
1.5

0.7
0.2

1.0
0.2

2.3
0.6

1.4
0.4

3.9
1.0

4.1
1.0

19.2
4.9

19 football/cricket fields and 5 cricket fields are needed
in the Mitchell South Urban Growth Area. Wallan
currently has 2 playing fields and Beveridge has no
The preferred facility model for cricket/football is a
reserve with at least 2 senior size playing fields with
associated infrastructure and an appropriate buffer to
surrounding properties. School ovals could also be
used for lower grade senior and junior cricket and
junior football.
The Beveridge Central PSP (Inc Mandalay)
Community Infrastructure Assessment recommends
that 2 active reserves be provided in the PSP area
which have the capacity to accommodate 2
football/cricket fields. The Lockerbie Nth PSP makes
provision for 2 active reserves which have the capacity
to accommodate 2 football/ cricket fields.
An option for meeting the facility demand in the
Mitchell South Urban Growth Area is as follows:
• Wallan – Greenhill Reserve, 2 new active reserve
with 2 fields and 1 school oval used for cricket
• Beveridge Central - 2 ovals at 1 of the proposed
reserves and 1 school oval used for cricket
• Lockerbie North - 2 ovals at 1 of the proposed
reserves and 1 school oval used for cricket
• Beveridge Nth East - 1 new active reserve with 2
fields
• Beveridge Nth West - 2 new active reserves with 2
fields and 1 school oval used for cricket
• Beveridge Sth West - 2 new active reserves with 2
fields and 1 school oval used for cricket

Make provision for the following facilities to
meet demand for football/cricket:
• Wallan and Surrounds – Greenhill Reserve
and 2 new active reserves with 2 fields and
1 school oval used for cricket
• Beveridge Central - 2 ovals at 1 of the
proposed reserve sand 1 school oval used
for cricket
• Lockerbie Nth - 2 ovals at 1 of the
proposed reserves and 1 school oval used
for cricket
• Beveridge Nth East - 1 new active reserve
with 2 fields
• Beveridge Nth West - 2 new active
reserves with 2 fields and 1 school oval
used for cricket
• Beveridge Sth West - 2 new active
reserves with 2 fields and 1 school oval
used for cricket
.

Soccer field

7.0

0.9

1.1

2.8

1.7

4.7

4.9

23.1

There are no soccer grounds in the Mitchell Growth
Sub-Region. The preferred facility model is a reserve
that can cater for 4 fields. School ovals could also be
used for lower grade senior and junior soccer.
An option for meeting the facility demand in the
Mitchell South Urban Growth Area is as follows:
• Wallan and Surrounds – 1 new active reserve with
4 fields
• Beveridge Central - 4 fields at 1 of the proposed
reserves
• Lockerbie North - 3 fields at 1 of the proposed
reserves
• Beveridge Nth East - 1 new active reserve with 4
fields
• Beveridge Nth West - 1 new active reserve with 4
fields
• Beveridge Sth West - 1 new active reserve with 3
fields
• School fields in Wallan, Beveridge Nth West and
Beveridge Sth West used for soccer if needed

Make provision for the following facilities to
meet demand for soccer:
• Wallan and Surrounds – 1 new active
reserve with 4 fields
• Beveridge Central - 4 fields at 1 of the
proposed reserves
• Lockerbie Nth - 4 fields at 1 of the
proposed reserves
• Beveridge Nth East - 1 new active reserve
with 4 fields
• Beveridge Nth West - 1 new active reserve
with 4 fields
• Beveridge Sth West - 1 new active reserve
with 4 fields
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LN

BNE

BNW

BSW

Total

Local parks

Mitchell South Urban Growth Area
Wallan and
BC
Mandalay
Surrounds
10
2
2

Assessment

Recommendations

4

3

7

7

35

35 local parks are required in the Mitchell South Urban
Growth Area to satisfy the 1 park within 500m of every
household benchmark. The parks could be located
with the active reserves, in the district park along the
Darebin and Findon Creeks, near the CAC and at
other positions in the development area.

Provide local parks of at least 1ha in strategic
locations throughout the Mitchell South Urban
Growth Area. These locations could be in the
active reserves, along Creeks, near the
community centres and at other suitable
locations in the development area.

Local playgrounds

10

2

2

4

3

7

7

35

35 playgrounds are required in the Mitchell Growth
Sub-Region. They should be located in the local parks,
active reserves and larger passive parks.

Provide playgrounds in the local parks, active
reserves and larger passive parks.

Softball/baseball
venue (7 fields)

0.2

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.2

0.8

Mitchell does not have a softball/baseball venue.
Provision should be made for a facility in the Mitchell
South Urban Growth Area. Suggested location is in
Wallan and Surrounds.

Make provision for a 5-7 field softball/baseball
venue in Wallan and Surrounds.

Athletics track (all
weather)

0.23

0.03

0.04

0.09

0.06

0.16

0.16

0.77

There is a track in Whittlesea (Epping) and Hume is
about to develop an athletics facility in Craigieburn.
They will be able to cater for Mitchell in the medium
terms. A track will eventually be required in Mitchell.
Suggested location is Wallan and Surrounds or
Beveridge North West.

Make provision for an athletics stadium in
Wallan and Surrounds or Beveridge Nth West.

Tennis (court)

8.8

1.1

1.4

3.5

2.1

5.8

6.2

28.9

The quantitative assessment indicates that 29 courts
will be needed across the Mitchell South Urban
Growth Area.
Wallan has a 6 court venue. Beveridge has 2 asphalt
courts.
The Lockerbie Nth PSP makes provision for 6 courts
at one of the active recreation reserves in the PSP
area. The Beveridge Central PSP (Inc Mandalay)
Community Infrastructure Assessment recommends
the provision of a 6 court tennis facility at a reserve in
the PSP area. From an equitable distribution
perspective, this facility should be in Beveridge Sth
West. This leaves 10 courts to be provided at other
locations.
The preferred facility model is 8-12 court venues.
Consideration should be given to developing a new 12
court venue in Wallan and Surrounds and increasing
the proposed venues at Lockerbie Nth and Beveridge
Central to 8 courts

Make provision for a 12 court tennis facility in
Wallan and Surrounds (to replace the existing
facility) and an 8 court facility in Lockerbie Nth
and Beveridge Sth West.

Bowls (green)

3.5

0.4

0.6

1.4

0.8

2.3

2.5

11.5

The assessment indicates that 11 greens are required
across the Mitchell South Urban Growth Area. Wallan
has 2 greens at Greenhill Reserve. 7 additional greens
will be required.
The preferred facility model is a venue with 2- 4
greens.
2 additional venues with 4 greens will be needed in
Beveridge and Surrounds.

Make provision for 2 bowling venues with 4
greens in the Mitchell South Urban Growth
Area.
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Indoor sports – e.g.
basketball, netball,
badminton, volleyball
and/or indoor soccer
etc (court)

Mitchell South Urban Growth Area
Wallan and
BC
Mandalay
Surrounds
4.7
0.6
0.8

Assessment

Recommendations

15.4

The quantitative assessment indicates that 15 indoor
courts will be required in the Mitchell Growth SubRegion.
Wallan has a 3 court venue.
The Beveridge Central PSP (Inc Mandalay)
Community Infrastructure Assessment recommends
the provision of a 2 court venue. The Lockerbie Nth
PSP makes provision for 2 court venue. This leaves 8
courts to be provided at other venues.
The preferred facility model is a higher order 6 court
multipurpose venue complemented by 2 court venues
if suitable for local competition arrangements.
An additional venue with 6 courts should be provided
in the Mitchell South Urban Growth Area. This facility
could be located with the aquatic centre in Wallan and
Surrounds (see next item).

Make provision for a 6 court indoor facility in
Wallan and Surrounds, 2 court facility in
Lockerbie Nth and 2 court facility in Beveridge
Central.

LN

BNE

BNW

BSW

Total

1.8

1.1

3.1

3.3

Indoor aquatic/fitness
activities (centre)

0.6

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.1

0.4

0.4

1.9

The Draft Aquatics Strategy recommends that a major
indoor/outdoor aquatic centre be developed in Wallan
and Surrounds.

Make provision for a major indoor/outdoor
aquatic centre in Wallan and Surrounds.

Skate (venue)

1.2

0.1

0.2

0.5

0.3

0.8

0.8

3.9

The recommended facility model for skate facilities is a
higher order venue with multiple elements,
complemented by smaller facilities in strategically
selected locations.
2 larger facilities could be justified in the Mitchell South
Urban Growth Area – in Wallan and Surrounds and
Beveridge and Surrounds. These would be
complemented by 2 smaller facilities.

Make provision for 2 large skate facilities in
Beveridge and Surrounds and Wallan and
Surrounds.

Rugby venue (3 fields)

0.12

0.01

0.02

0.05

0.03

0.08

0.08

0.39

There is no rugby venue in Mitchell. A municipal
population of 150,000 cannot justify the provision of a
facility. A venue is being provided in Hume. This could
cater for Mitchell.

-

Hockey venue (2
fields)

0.12

0.01

0.02

0.05

0.03

0.08

0.08

0.39

There is no hockey venue in Mitchell. A municipal
population of 150,000 cannot justify the provision of a
facility. Hume is about to develop a facility in
Craigieburn. This venue should have the capacity to
cater for the Mitchell Growth Sub-Region.

-

Equestrian venue

0.12

0.01

0.02

0.05

0.03

0.08

0.08

0.39

There is no significant equestrian venue in the Mitchell
South Urban Growth Area. A municipal population of
150,000 would not usually justify the provision of a
facility; however, the Northern Growth Region does
have sufficient population. A site should be identified
for a purpose built regional centre.

Identify a site for a regional equestrian venue
in the Mitchell South Urban Growth Area. This
may be an existing facility upgraded to a high
standard.

Lacrosse venue (3
fields)

0.07

0.01

0.01

0.03

0.02

0.05

0.05

0.24

There is no lacrosse venue in Mitchell. The closest
facilities are in Eltham and Brunswick. A municipal
population of 150,000 cannot justify the provision of a
facility. However, a lacrosse venue can be justified in
the Northern Melbourne Growth Region.

Identify a site for a regional lacrosse venue in
the Growth Region.

Gymnastics venue

0.07

0.01

0.01

0.03

0.02

0.05

0.05

0.24

There is no dedicated gymnastics venue in the Mitchell
South Urban Growth Area or the Northern Melbourne
Growth Region. Provision should be made for a
facility.

Make provision for a dedicated gymnastics
venue in the Growth Region.
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Velodrome/criterion
course

Mitchell South Urban Growth Area
Wallan and
BC
Mandalay
Surrounds
0.07
0.01
0.01

Assessment

Recommendations

0.24

Hume Council is assessing the feasibility of developing
an off road cycling facility in Hume to serve the
Northern Melbourne Area. This facility could cater the
Mitchell Growth Sub-Region.

Make provision for an off-road cycling facility
in the Northern Melbourne Growth Region.

LN

BNE

BNW

BSW

Total

0.03

0.02

0.05

0.05

0.07

0.01

0.01

0.03

0.02

0.05

0.05

0.24

Mount Disappointment is currently used for mount
biking. There is also Quarry Hills in Epping which is
currently used as an informal mountain bike venue.
The masterplan for the Quarry Hills Bushland Park
suggests that cycling be one of the activities
encouraged in the park on the condition that sensitive
areas of the Park are protected from any damage from
this activity. Cycling Victoria and Australia are
interested in exploring this option further. This venue
could serve the Mitchell South Urban Growth Area, in
addition to local trails.

-

700

89

115

277

170

466

493

2310

Activities spaces/community meeting rooms should be
incorporated in the multipurpose community centres,
sporting pavilions and recreation centres. A hierarchy
of spaces should be provided to cater for small,
medium and large groups.

Provide activities rooms and meeting rooms at
the community centres, recreation centres and
selected sports pavilions

Community garden
(sites)

1.7

0.2

0.3

0.7

0.4

1.2

1.3

5.8

The quantitative assessment indicates that 6
community garden sites will be required across
Mitchell South Urban Growth Area. 1 site could be
provided in each planning area. They could be
provided at a variety of settings: at community activity
centres, adjacent to a school, in a passive reserve or
attached to the active reserve.

Make provision for a community gardens in
Wallan and Surrounds, Beveridge Central,
Lockerbie Nth, Beveridge Nth East, Beveridge
Nth West and Beveridge Sth West

Outreach/visiting
services (facility)

0.6

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.1

0.4

0.4

1.9

Many non-Government agencies operating in Northern
Melbourne would want to establish a presence in the
Mitchell South Urban Growth Area. Some will travel
from their existing locations; others would like to
operate on a part time, regular basis from a facility in
the Mitchell South Urban Growth Area. Their
preference would be to locate with other community
service providers in a community hub. It is
recommended that an outreach centre be developed in
the Mitchell South Urban Growth Area for this purpose.
This facility would be part of an integrated community
hub.

Make provision for a facility for non–
government agencies to establish a base in
the Mitchell South Urban Growth Area. This
facility should be in a community hub in one of
the major town centres.

Neighbourhood house

0.9

0.1

0.1

0.3

0.2

0.6

0.6

2.8

The quantitative assessment indicates that 3
neighbourhood houses will be required in the Mitchell
South Urban Growth Area. These facilities should be
strategically located, e.g. at a community centre in
Wallan, Beveridge Sth West and Beveridge Nth West.

Make provision for neighbourhood house in
community centres in Wallan East, Beveridge
Sth West and Beveridge Nth West.

Youth activities spaces

0.9

0.1

0.1

0.3

0.2

0.6

0.6

2.8

Council’s preferred facility model for youth activities is
a central resource centre supported by spaces in
community centres. The resource centre could be
located in Wallan and Surrounds and suitable spaces
provided for youth activities in the community centre in
Beveridge Central, Beveridge Sth West and Lockerbie
Nth.

Make provision for a youth resource centre in
Wallan and suitable spaces for youth activities
in a community centre in Beveridge Central,
Beveridge Sth West and Lockerbie Nth.

Mountain bike course

Community services
and cultural services
Community meeting
space
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Library (branch facility)
Library floor space
(m2)

Mitchell South Urban Growth Area
Wallan and
BC
Mandalay
Surrounds
0.6
0.1
0.1
1225
155
201

LN

BNE

BNW

BSW

Total

0.2
485

0.1
300

0.4
815

0.4
862

1.9
4043

Assessment

Recommendations

2 libraries will be needed to serve the Mitchell Growth
Sub-Region.
The Wallan Library should be replaced by a larger
facility in Wallan and Surrounds (2000sqms) and a
new library (2000sqms) in the major activity centre in
Beveridge Sth West.
2 dedicated Planned Activity Group facilities are
required in the Mitchell South Urban Growth Area. The
preferred facility model is a dedicated space in a
community centre.

Replace the Wallan Library with a new larger
facility in Wallan and Surrounds.
Male provision for a new library in the major
activity centre in Beveridge Sth West.

Planned Activity Group
(facility)

0.6

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.1

0.4

0.4

1.9

Men’s shed

0.6

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.1

0.4

0.4

1.9

2 dedicated Planned Activity Group facilities are
required in the Mitchell South Urban Growth Area.
These should be provided at 2 of the community
centres in the Mitchell South Urban Growth Area.

Make provision for a men’s sheds at 2
community centres in the Mitchell South
Urban Growth Area, e.g. Beveridge Nth West
and Lockerbie Nth.

Events space

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

An event space is required in the Mitchell South Urban
Growth Area. One of the reserves e.g.in Wallan should
be nominated and suitably developed as the location
for events.

Nominate and suitably develop an area in one
of the reserves in Wallan and Surrounds as an
events space.

Community arts
(facility)

0.6

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.1

0.4

0.4

1.9

Make provision for a dedicated community
arts venue in Beveridge Nth West

Performing arts facility

0.24

0.02

0.04

0.1

0.06

0.16

0.16

0.78

The preferred facility model for community arts is the
provision of a dedicated space supported by flexible
spaces at community activity centres that can be used
for arts activities.
A dedicated space should be provided at one of the
community centres in the Mitchell South Urban Growth
Area.
Mitchell will have a municipal population of 150,000.
This is sufficient to sustain a performing arts centre.

Make provision for a performing arts centre in
Wallan and Surrounds.

0.6

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.1

0.4

0.4

1.9

2 health centres are required in the Mitchell South
Urban Growth Area. Provision should be made for a
second location for community health services in
Beveridge

Make provision for a facility for community
health services in Beveridge and Surrounds.
This space could be co-located with the nongovernment agency facility.

Public hospital bed
Acute hospital

81
0.07

10
0.01

13
0.01

32
0.03

20
0.02

54
0.05

57
0.05

267
0.24

The primary health care needs of the Mitchell South
Urban Growth Area residents will be met by the
Northern Epping Hospital, the Bundoora Rehabilitation
Centre, the Nexus Superclinic, the Craigieburn Day
Hospital and other specialist public hospital services
and private hospital across Melbourne.

Encourage Northern Hospital to plan for
additional capacity for population growth in the
Growth Region.

Independent living
village (100 unit
village)

2.2

0.3

0.4

1.0

0.7

1.7

1.7

8

8 independent living villages (100 units) could be
required in the Mitchell South Urban Growth Area.
These facilities would be built and operated by the
private sector. They should be located near the activity
centres, community/medical facilities and public
transport routes (note: villages could be larger than
100 units. In this eventuates, fewer villages would be
required).

Encourage the private sector to provide
independent living villages in the Mitchell
South Urban Growth Area.

Health and aged care
facilities
Community health
centre/Superclinic
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Make provision for a dedicated Planned
Activity Group spaces in 2 community centres
in the Mitchell South Urban Growth Area, e.g.
Wallan and Beveridge Sth West

Services/Facilities

Residential care beds

Mitchell South Urban Growth Area
Wallan and
BC
Mandalay
Surrounds
163
15
19

LN

BNE

BNW

BSW

Total

47

29

79

83

435
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Assessment

Recommendations

4 residential aged care facilities (100beds) could be
required the Mitchell South Urban Growth Area. These
facilities would be built and operated by the private
sector. They should be located near the town centre
and community/medical facilities (note: facilities could
be larger than 100 beds. In this eventuates, fewer
locations would be required).

Encourage the private sector to provide high
and low care facilities in the Mitchell South
Urban Growth Area.

Services/Facilities

Mitchell South Urban Growth Area
Greater
BC
Mandalay
Wallan

LN

BNE

BNW

BSW

Total

Assessment

Recommendations

Emergency services
Ambulance Station

0.9

0.1

0.1

0.3

0.2

0.6

0.6

2.8

3 stations will be required in the Mitchell Growth SubRegion. There is one station in Wallan. Suggested
locations for the other station are in Beveridge Nth West
and Beveridge Nth East.

Make provision for ambulance stations in
Beveridge Nth West and Beveridge Nth East.

Fire station

0.9

0.1

0.1

0.3

0.2

0.6

0.6

2.8

3 stations will be required. There is one station in
Wallan. Suggested locations for the other stations are in
Beveridge Nth West and Beveridge Nth East.

Make provision for fire stations in Beveridge Nth
West and Beveridge Nth East.

SES

0.35

0.04

0.06

0.14

0.08

0.23

0.25

1.15

1 SES unit will be required in the Mitchell Growth SubRegion. Suggested location is Beveridge Nth East.

Make provision for an SES Unit in Beveridge
Nth East.

Police Station

0.35

0.04

0.06

0.14

0.08

0.23

0.25

1.15

1 police station will be required in the Mitchell Growth
Sub-Region. There is a station at Wallan. This may
have to be relocated to a more central position in the
Mitchell Growth Sub-Region.

Make provision for a centrally located police
station.

Law court complex

0.09

0.01

0.01

0.03

0.02

0.06

0.06

0.28

The magistrates’ courts in Broadmeadows and the
proposed courts in Sth Morang will cater for the Mitchell
Growth Sub-Region

-
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